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Cost-Benefit Analysis in Criminal Law

Darryl K. Brown

This Article explores the prospects for integrating criminal law into the widespread trend elsewhere in the executive branch of using cost-benefit analysis (CBA) to improve criminal justice policy making and enforcement practice. The Article describes an array of unnoticed and undervalued costs created by America's unique and fairly recent commitment to severe incarceration policies. It then maps the challenges for employing CBA in criminal enforcement practice. Those challenges include CBA's own methodological and conceptual limitations, public choice problems created by the populist structure of criminal justice administration, constraints on CBA in criminal justice in light of theoretical commitments to retributivism, and practical limits to employing such a policy in the executive branch when legislatures are unwilling to reduce statutory punishment mandates. Despite these obstacles, the Article argues that a properly devised, CBA-based decision procedure—one that takes account of distributive and other non-quantifiable, qualitative concerns—is a promising avenue for rationalization and reform of state and federal criminal justice.

INTRODUCTION

We get many benefits from criminal law. We incapacitate dangerous and costly offenders, deter future offenses, exact moral retribution, provide victims and others with emotional comfort, and express common public values. At the same time, criminal law also has substantial costs, which go far beyond obvious components such as funding police, prosecutors, defendants, and prisons. Like all government action, criminal law has a range of costs that are easy to overlook and hard to quantify. Felony convictions, for instance, diminish offenders' job prospects, a cost their dependents suffer as well. Convictions also diminish family stability, because felons are less appealing marriage prospects and the incarcerated cannot contribute child support and supervision. When the offender is a corporation or a crucial officer, employees may lose jobs, suppliers lose contracts, and customers lose goods and services.

All these costs may well be justified by the benefits of criminal law. In the most vivid set of serious offenses that quickly come to mind, they no
doubt are. We cannot fail to prosecute a major violent or financial crime, for example, because an offender’s child will lose her sole source of financial support.¹ Yet in other situations, the benefits of criminal law enforcement may be far less compelling when considered alongside their attendant costs. Modern criminal law has no procedures for telling when a particular prosecution falls into one category or the other. Cost-benefit analysis² (CBA) can solve this problem.

This Article is based on two fundamental premises. The first is that, despite the conflict in competing retributive and utilitarian goals,³ one of the main purposes of criminal law remains the instrumental one of reducing harmful wrongdoing. The second is that criminal law need not be reduced to a binary decision for or against punishment: we can administer criminal law in many ways, with different charging policies, disposition alternatives, and sentencing options.

These premises lead to the conclusion that criminal law is only one policy option for dealing with harmful wrongdoing. The most obvious alternatives are civil and administrative penalties, but we also have a wide range of crime prevention strategies other than criminal, civil, and administrative punishment, justified in part by arguments that criminal law should have little focus on deterrence goals because it makes only a limited contribution to them.⁴ Further, criminal law has a range of disposition alternatives beyond incarceration. In order to choose among this broad basket of policy options, we need information about the cost-effectiveness and efficacy of each choice. In fact, there is an emerging literature comparing the range of costs imposed by criminal law to its benefits, but it so far has

¹. See John W. Fountain, Top Official In Cicero, Ill., Gets 8 Years In Fund Theft, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 10, 2003, at A14 (describing a defendant, convicted of $12 million fraud, who argued for leniency because the prison term would harm her five-year-old daughter).

². Cost-benefit analysis is a procedure that seeks to identify the full range of good and bad effects produced by a particular policy. It can be used to affect decision-making processes in a variety of ways. For a full discussion of the strain of cost-benefit analysis endorsed by this Article, see infra Part II.A.

³. The conflict is a practical one, because legislatures and courts commonly accept both retributive and preventive rationales for criminal law. The scholarship arguing against instrumental functions for criminal law reflects this conflict. See, e.g., Kyron Huigens, The Dead End of Deterrence, and Beyond, 41 WM. & MARY L. REV. 943 (2000) (arguing for a virtue ethics approach to criminal law and criticizing instrumental commitments); Paul H. Robinson, The Criminal-Civil Distinction and the Utility of Deser, 76 B.U. L. REV. 201, 205-08 (1996) (arguing for a criminal justice system based on moral condemnation and noting that premise is found in nearly all criminal justice systems throughout the world).

had little effect on the practice or administrative structure of criminal justice. Indeed, current practice even makes it hard to imagine how it could.

Two components establish the necessity and promise of this project: first, the distinctive populist political structure of American criminal justice, and second, the rise of analytic decision procedures in executive branch policy making. The need for a revamped decision-making process arises from the current structure of criminal law administration, which is especially sensitive to a popular politics that, in the last quarter-century, has tilted decisively toward harsh punitivism as the primary response to wrongdoing. The literature on that structure suggests a near impasse: the Supreme Court’s meager efforts to regulate criminal procedure, with the notable exception of prosecutorial discretion, have failed. Judicial regulation of substantive criminal law could be a key alternative, but it is not one the Court will pursue in the foreseeable future.

The project’s promise comes from the increasing use of analytic decision procedures in the executive branch context to guide policy making and constrain discretion. This practice has not yet extended to the criminal justice system, where courts and legislatures have steadfastly refused to regulate prosecutorial discretion. Yet prosecutors themselves have not. We now have well-established, if limited, models for what are, in effect, administrative rulemaking to cabin prosecution decision making. Elsewhere in the executive branch, beyond criminal justice and especially at the federal level, CBA and similar decision procedures have emerged as a means to rationalize policy making, guide executive discretion, and limit agency problems. The comparably nascent practice in criminal justice can look to these established decision procedures as models of how to move toward a self-regulated executive-branch practice that provides a fuller accounting of costs and benefits of justice administration and crime prevention.

While rules and policies that constrain prosecutorial discretion have yet to employ CBA, there is a growing literature on the social costs and collateral consequences of criminal punishment. Aimed primarily at broad-level legislative policy making, this literature suggests both the


7. Stuntz, supra note 5, at 587-98 (suggesting ways courts can revise constitutional law to restrain legislators and prosecutors, and noting that these doctrines do not meaningfully exist now and seem “radical”); William J. Stuntz, The Uneasy Relationship Between Criminal Procedure and Criminal Justice, 107 Yale L.J. 1, 66-74 (1997).

8. See infra Part III.B.
dysfunction of current criminal justice practice and a growing research basis for assessing costs and benefits of criminal law administration along the lines of other executive action. This Article explores how cost-benefit literature on criminal justice might affect not only broad policy making but the daily practice of criminal law. It suggests that prosecutors and police could formalize their exercise of discretion and join trial courts in remedial innovations, in light of these costs and consequences.

From this exploration, we can consider what criminal law would look like if it were only one part of an integrated, optimal crime prevention policy. What would its outcomes be, and how would practitioners produce those outcomes in daily discretionary choices? By considering these outcomes, we can begin to build into criminal law an awareness that it is not a self-contained system, but rather one that is in a range of partly interchangeable mechanisms to confront social harms, each of which has its own costs and benefits.

This Article argues that CBA can be and should be applied to criminal law much as it has been applied to other executive regulation. Part I describes the structure of criminal justice administration, the outcomes it produces, and recent trends in scholarship for addressing related problems outside of constitutional doctrine. Part II first defines CBA, then describes its current use in administrative law and assesses the parallels and distinctions for its use in criminal law. Part III then analyzes how well CBA could address the structural dysfunction of criminal law enforcement and surveys existing CBA studies of alternative crime prevention programs. Most importantly, that Part describes the range of costs CBA would likely bring to light in criminal law and how those costs affect both criminal law goals and broader social policy goals outside criminal law. Part IV sketches a proposal (actually, several variations on a proposal) to implement CBA in criminal law. Finally, Part V addresses challenges to that implementation.

I
THE STRUCTURE AND OUTCOMES OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION

A. Political Responsiveness

For a quarter century, the United States has addressed crime through drastically increased use of incarceration. This increase is measured in comparison both to American incarceration rates for the previous several decades and to those in other Western democracies. Current American incarceration levels, for example, are the highest in the world, at about 700 inmates per 100,000 population.9 In comparison, the U.S. average was

approximately 110 per 100,000 from about 1900 to 1970,\textsuperscript{10} a rate roughly equal to the current highest national incarceration rates in Western Europe and about double Europe’s lowest.\textsuperscript{11} In almost two-thirds of the world’s nations, the rate is currently below 150 per 100,000.\textsuperscript{12} As part of this shift, the intended purpose for incarceration has evolved in the last thirty years from one predominantly of rehabilitation to a mixture of deterrence, incapacitation, and retribution.\textsuperscript{13}

This turn toward punitivism was not inevitable in American criminal policy. As the numbers from earlier decades suggest, the country had a long tradition of comparatively moderate incarceration policies, with at least a nominal commitment to rehabilitation through the 1960s.\textsuperscript{14} The punitive turn in political debate, public opinion, and criminal theory,\textsuperscript{15} however, has had a marked effect on the practice of criminal law. This is due in large part to the unique political responsiveness of American criminal justice administration.

The criminal justice systems of most European nations do not share this type of political responsiveness. Instead, in most European nations, the judiciary and prosecution are staffed with appointed attorneys who have more standardized training for their roles and work in more centralized structures that limit variation among practitioners, as well as political competition and popular responsiveness.\textsuperscript{16} In the United States, by contrast, most state judges and prosecutors are elected in decentralized districts under minimal state or national control.\textsuperscript{17} Federal prosecutors are not elected

worldbrief/world_brief.html (last modified Nov. 29, 2002) (citing the U.S. incarceration rate as the world’s highest at 686 per 100,000 as of Jan. 1, 2002).


11. WALSLEY, supra note 9, at 5; see also KAGAN, supra note 5, at 65, 68-69 (discussing the harshness of American punitivism compared to European countries); Marc L. Miller, Cells vs. Cops vs. Classrooms, in THE CRIME CONUNDRUM 127, 130-31 (Lawrence M. Friedman & George Fisher eds., 1997).

12. WALMSLEY, supra note 9, at 1.


14. See GARLAND, supra note 5, at 8. Widespread use of capital punishment in some regions was, of course, an obvious exception to this commitment.

15. A cultural explanation of this turn explains the greater harshness of American criminal punishment compared to Europe’s as arising out of Americans’ resistance to state power and commitment to social egalitarianism. See id. at 1-26. Greater state power in Europe gave rise to much stronger practices of state grants of mercy and amnesty; traditions of social hierarchy in Europe led to reforms that emphasize reintegration of offenders rather than civil disenfranchisement. Id.; see also Brown, supra note 13, at 1415-19 (arguing criminal procedure reform contributed to the shift toward severe punishment).

16. See KAGAN, supra note 5, at 40-41, 70-74.

but they are political appointees to an office frequently used as a stepping-
stone to elected office (or to judgeships controlled by the president and
Congress).\textsuperscript{18}

Likewise, American legislators are particularly responsive to public
concerns about crime, more so than European legislators, who tend to work
in systems with more centralized party discipline.\textsuperscript{19} The political respon-
siveness of American criminal justice makes the input of expertise from
social scientists, Sentencing Commission staff, and other academics or pol-
icy analysts less influential. Consequently, criminal justice administration
lacks the procedural mechanisms for moderating interest-group influence
and rationalizing policy making that administrative law provides for
agency action.

Finally, the particular interest group pressures on criminal law aggra-
vate the trend toward harsh punitivism and the criminal justice administra-
tion’s failure to respond rationally. Prosecutors face pressure mostly from
victims and a public concerned about becoming victims; legislators face
lobbying from that same public, as well as from prosecutors. Save for the
occasional public scandal from prosecutorial overreaching (consider
wrongful conviction cases or publicity of punishments far outside public

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[18.] See generally James Q. Whitman, Harsh Justice: Criminal Punishment and the
Widening Divide Between America and Europe (2003). For a discussion on federal prosecutors
seeking elected office, see James Eisenstein, Counsel for the United States: U.S. Attorneys in
the Political and Legal Systems 230-31 (1978). For an argument on the disadvantages of electing
prosecutors who exercise broad discretion, see James Vorenberg, Decent Restraint of Prosecutorial
\item[19.] See Kagan, supra note 5, at 68-70. This does not necessarily suggest that European systems
are less democratic and more bureaucratic. American democracy has its own distinctly undemocratic
features; the wildly disproportional structure of the U.S. Senate and the widespread use of single-
member, winner-take-all elections in gerrymandered districts (which limit proportional representation
and third-party representation) are just two examples. See Richard H. Pildes & Elizabeth S. Anderson,
Slinging Arrows at Democracy: Social Choice Theory, Value Pluralism, and Democratic Politics, 90
Colum. L. Rev. 2121, 2128-37 (1990) (collecting sources and criticizing public choice theory critiques
of democratic processes); Darryl K. Brown, Structure and Relationship in the Jurisprudence of
Juries: Comparing the Capital Sentencing and Punitive Damages Doctrines, 47 Hastings L.J. 1255,
1289-91 (1996) (discussing critiques of legislatures based on procedural rules). Moreover, all
legislative bodies must adopt procedural rules that have significant agenda-influencing effects and
create majority outcomes where coherent majority sentiment may not exist. See Kenneth J. Arrow,
Social Choice and Individual Values 46-60 (2d ed. 1963); Daniel A. Farber & Philip P.
Theorem, which posits that, under certain conditions, in every process of collective decision making,
outcomes will be arbitrary in the sense that they depend on the choice of procedural rules for decision
making, such that different voting procedures will yield different results even when voters’ substantive
preferences are constant); Saul Levmore, Parliamentary Law, Majority Decisionmaking, and the Voting
Paradox, 75 Va. L. Rev. 971, 971-74 (1989) (exploring the impact of the use of parliamentary rules of
order on political and nonpolitical entities). The point here is, rather, that democratic systems can take
many different forms, which do not necessarily map on a continuum from more to less democratic, yet
have significant effects on democratic outcomes.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
sentiment\textsuperscript{20}), there is little effective pressure from the defense side to moderate government policy on criminal justice.\textsuperscript{21}

\section*{B. Prosecutorial Discretion}

The criminal justice system is flawed not only because of the particular form and effects of its political responsiveness, but also because prosecutors have essentially no formal external checks on their discretion. Courts have never devised meaningful doctrines to constrain or regulate prosecutorial discretion,\textsuperscript{22} and legislatures have done little more.\textsuperscript{23} Those doctrines that do exist, such as equal protection limits on racially biased prosecutions,\textsuperscript{24} serve only to demonstrate the complete lack of judicial scrutiny under which prosecutors work in screening and charging cases.

As a result, current criminal law scholarship focuses on the failure of judicial regulation in criminal justice\textsuperscript{25} and advocates alternatives of self-regulation by law enforcement. Erik Luna has recently argued for "transparency" in police practices through administrative regulation that would guide police enforcement discretion.\textsuperscript{26} Marc Miller and Ron Wright


\textsuperscript{21} \textit{See} Stuntz, \textit{supra} note 5, at 553-56 (describing the one-way pressure on legislatures for increasing, but not repealing or narrowing, criminal statutes).


\textsuperscript{23} State legislatures occasionally enact statutes defining prosecution priorities. \textit{See, e.g., Fla. Stat. Ann. \textsection{}741.2901(2) (West 1997) (directing that prosecutors "shall adopt a pro-prosecution policy for acts of domestic violence . . . over the objection of the victim, if necessary"). Legislatures may also require prosecutors to write formal policies that guide their own enforcement discretion. \textit{See, e.g., Fla. Stat. Ann. \textsection{}775.0840(1)(a) (West 1997) (mandating guidelines for use of habitual offender statutes).}

\textsuperscript{24} \textit{See} United States v. Armstrong, 517 U.S. 456 (1996); \textit{see also} Hennig, \textit{supra} note 6, at 746-53 (discussing constitutional limits on prosecutorial authority).

\textsuperscript{25} \textit{See generally} Stuntz, \textit{supra} note 5.

have touted the model of stringent screening policies by prosecutors, eliminating weak or inappropriate charges at the initial stages of charging, as a means to reduce plea bargaining. Tracey Meares, Dan Kahan, and Debra Livingston have urged policing strategies that require no legislative reform to increase prevention efficacy but reduce the use of harsh punitivism in poor communities.

These and other practices and proposals are part of the turn toward strategies of executive-branch-based regulation for criminal justice (building in part on Kenneth Davis's work of a generation earlier). This is currently the only feasible avenue for criminal justice reform, notwithstanding William Stuntz's calls for constitutional regulation of criminal law by courts and scattered revision of sentencing policies in several states. This Article extends the theme. Other projects primarily address problems internal to criminal law, such as how criminal law can be administered more fairly, without bias or excessive force, and how criminal law can

---


31. See Stuntz, *supra* note 5, at 587-98 (calling for courts to regulate through constitutional law not because it is feasible in the near-term, but rather because it is the most plausible solution).

address the problems arising from pervasive plea bargaining.³³ My argument is that formal guidelines can clarify criminal law’s pervasive choices of when and how to punish, and in the process address the external issue of the social costs and net benefits of criminal enforcement as a public policy choice. Such guidelines would move criminal law enforcement along the same road that a broad range of civil enforcement and administrative policy making has taken in recent years. I turn now to a survey of those developments.

II
CBA AND ITS CURRENT USES

A. Current Implementation, Design, and Limits of CBA

Critiques of regulatory strategies abound. Critics identify regulatory decisions across the full range of agency action that appear exceedingly costly, given their benefits, or that devote more resources to smaller magnitude risks than to larger ones.³⁴ In response, there has been a rise in the past two decades of several formal decision procedures, employed across a broad range of federal regulatory policy (with the exception of criminal law) as tools for crafting and choosing among policy options and improving the effectiveness of government action. CBA is the most prominent of these methods. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has engaged in a full-scale accounting of costs and benefits across the spectrum of administrative regulation.³⁵ Statutes and a succession of executive orders, beginning with President Reagan’s and continuing with changes through the present administration, have required cost-benefit assessments

of regulation. The OMB and various agencies have developed extensive economic analyses of specific regulatory costs and gains. Concomitantly, scholarly interest in CBA has grown, particularly in the legal literature on regulation.

Much of this attention to CBA and related means of assessing the full consequences of projects stems from an increasing awareness of how government action reaches beyond its direct objects and goals. We know air pollution standards, for example, will affect not just air quality and pollution sources; they will also have economic effects and unintended displacement effects, such as reliance on older, unregulated power stations rather than newer, regulated ones. Safety rules may also have ancillary economic effects and may change behavior in unintended ways that increase other risks. Many regulatory agencies now must pay explicit attention to these secondary costs or externalities. For example, when we regulate air pollution, we do not look solely at pollution sources and air quality anymore; we also consider the economic and social impacts of pollution abatement strategies and assess their full range of implications.

While a wide spectrum of administrative regulation has adopted CBA as a means of examination, we have not made a comparable move in criminal law. Yet criminal law also has a wide range of ancillary effects and social costs, some of which work against its primary purposes. Simply to meet criminal law's broadly conceived goals (which include utilitarian ones), we need to pay attention to enforcement's full costs. Further, to ensure a net social gain from government action—to ensure that criminal law

---


37. Scholarly interest in CBA is longer standing in disciplines such as economics and philosophy. For a description of this broad literature, see Matthew D. Adler & Eric A. Posner, Rethinking Cost-Benefit Analysis, 109 Yale L.J. 165 (1999).


39. See, e.g., Douglas Jehl, On Environmental Rules, Bush Sees a Balance, Critics a Threat, N.Y. Times, Feb. 23, 2003, at A1 (quoting James L. Connaughton, chairman of Council on Environmental Quality, as saying: “Our approach is to maximize the quality of life for America, and that means balancing the environmental equation with the natural resource equation, the social equation and the economic equation”).
does not aggravate other risks and undermine other social policies more than it achieves social good—some form of assessment is critical.

Such an assessment will require changing the way we currently view criminal law and its social impact. We do not usually focus on criminal law as part of a complex system with multiple cause-and-effect relationships. Instead, we focus on the state’s response to individual offenders and the direct harm caused by the offense. We think of criminal law goals for this state response, such as deterrence, retribution, and moral or expressive judgment, but we insufficiently consider how this state response has multiple effects beyond the cost the defendant experiences from punishment. In order to ensure that criminal law achieves both its own goals and a net social gain, we must begin to consider these multiple effects and broader social costs. CBA is well suited for this task.

For the purposes of this project, I use CBA to refer to a regulatory impact assessment procedure that calls for officials to identify the full range of effects of government policy, so that they have information about consequences before making decisions. I will bracket, to the extent possible, much of the heated debate about specifics of CBA methodologies such as monetizing interests, accounting for ill-informed preferences, and correcting for CBA’s endowment dependence. CBA remains controversial and imperfect because of the difficulty of assigning monetary values to incommensurable and nonquantifiable values, which include data from (or analogies to) real market values, when feasible, and survey-based data, particularly willingness-to-pay queries. In addition, CBA requires initial

40. Prosecutors as well as defense attorneys who are asked to address factors (such as the personal life of an offender or his family) outside of the traditional components of criminal litigation often assert: “I’m a lawyer, not a social worker.” This contention captures the idea that we do not focus on the entire system at play in criminal law.

41. This picture of CBA owes a great debt to Adler & Posner, supra note 37, and subsequent legal literature on CBA, particularly Cost-Benefit Analysis: Legal, Economic and Philosophical Perspectives, 29 J. Legal Stud. 837 (2000) (symposium issue on CBA).

42. For extensive coverage of these and related issues, see Adler & Posner, supra note 37, at 195-208, 238-43.


44. See Frank, supra note 43, at 917-20; Leonard & Zeckhauser, supra note 43, at 41-44; Adler & Posner, supra note 37, at 175; Sunstein, supra note 35, at 1704-08, 1720-23. For a harsher view of
decisions about what effects will be incorporated into the analysis, a decision that CBA itself cannot dictate.\textsuperscript{45} Those decisions must be made separately.\textsuperscript{46}

While it may not be possible to avoid controversy when quantifying soft variables such as clean air, diminished health,\textsuperscript{47} or family stress,\textsuperscript{48} a broadly conceived CBA-based decision procedure can incorporate qualitative assessments of such variables. Some studies of correctional programs, which are noted below, provide some examples.\textsuperscript{49} Additionally, there may be politically acceptable ways to quantify some of those effects in terms of either dollars or specific social consequences (lives saved, earning potential reduced, childhood education impacts, etc.).\textsuperscript{50}

More importantly, CBA can be a component in a more comprehensive decision procedure that incorporates normative judgments about sensitive, nonquantifiable values.\textsuperscript{51} CBA does not mandate policy outcomes based solely on efficiency, that is, on whether its quantification of effects shows a net loss or gain from a given project. Instead, CBA can serve as an informational tool into which one can integrate normative commitments, qualitative assessments, and distributive impacts;\textsuperscript{52} it can be part of broader analysis serving any policy goal.\textsuperscript{53} So, for example, we can still take

\textsuperscript{45} Leonard & Zeckhauser, supra note 43, at 42.


\textsuperscript{47} For a critique of one attempt to quantify lead poisoning of children by using the amounts parents spend on therapy, see Ackerman & Heinzerling, supra note 44, at 1554-55.

\textsuperscript{48} Family stress is a frequent collateral effect of incarceration. See infra Part III.C; see also Donald Braman, Families & Incarceration, in Invisible Punishment, supra note 22, at 117, 118-22 (ethnographic study describing effects on families of a relative’s incarceration, based on interviews with residents in Washington, D.C.).

\textsuperscript{49} See infra Part III.C.3; see also Welsh & Farrington, supra note 46, at 341 (citing and describing CBA studies of correctional programs that monetized such variables as health, education, and drug use).


\textsuperscript{51} See Leonard & Zeckhauser, supra note 43, at 41-44 (“Some social values will never fit in a cost-benefit framework and will have to be treated as ‘additional considerations’ in coming to a final decision.”); Adler & Posner, supra note 37, at 245.


\textsuperscript{53} See Adler & Posner, supra note 37; Hahn & Sunstein, supra note 43, at 1498-1500.
account of racial or class distributional effects—critical concerns for criminal law and a particular weakness of CBA.\(^4\)

This is admittedly a "soft" version of CBA, in that it allows an explicit, strong role for the qualitative, political judgments that purer forms of CBA seek to minimize.\(^5\) In that sense it loses some of the purported technocratic virtue of CBA. Even a strong form of CBA, however, does not fully avoid the problem of political judgments. Such judgments inhere in the choices of how to quantify essentially unquantifiable variables, as well as what variables will be included at all.\(^6\)

There are really three choices for criminal law: decision making in its current political structure, decision making informed by a stronger form of CBA, or decision making informed by a weaker form of CBA. None fully avoids political judgments (arguably a good thing if "politics" is a pejorative way of saying "democracy"). Nonetheless, the soft version, as I argue below, can improve on the current nature of decision making. That model makes political judgments clear, whereas harder forms of CBA obscure them. Thus, for now I acknowledge CBA's inherent difficulties but posit that, in a well-designed decision procedure, it can make a valuable contribution to a broader analysis of criminal justice policy.

**B. Statutory Bases for CBA**

Statutory mandates and authorization define agencies' regulatory agendas. These provisions delineate several ways how agencies should approach rulemaking and enforcement tasks, and they provide a basis for judicial review of agency action.\(^7\) Statutes under which agencies have engaged in, and courts have approved, cost-benefit analysis vary considerably, and many do not mention CBA explicitly. Some seem to forbid consideration of costs arising from regulation,\(^8\) while others allow or

---

\(^4\) Adler and Posner, leading advocates for CBA, recommend its use "except where wealth differences between those who gain from the project and those who lose are substantial enough" that CBA's endowment dependence will be excessively distorting. Adler & Posner, supra note 37, at 238. I argue below that those wealth disparities are particularly acute in many criminal law contexts.

\(^5\) While Posner and Adler describe CBA's feasibility in this soft form, I read Sunstein's arguments to endorse more explicitly a large role for qualitative judgments and normative goals beyond efficiency in CBA. See Hahn & Sunstein, supra note 43; Richard Pildes & Cass Sunstein, Reinventing the Regulatory State, 62 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1, 42-75 (1995).

\(^6\) This is a key part of Ackerman and Heinzerling's argument against CBA. See Ackerman & Heinzerling, supra note 44, at 1576-80.


mandate consideration of costs and substitute risks created by regulation. Some statutes emphasize cost concerns, if somewhat obliquely, by requiring regulation to the extent "feasible" or "achievable." Finally, some require an accounting of costs and benefits on "significant" regulatory projects without specifying that benefits must outweigh costs.

It is under these varying statutory dictates that courts assess agencies' use of cost-benefit analysis. The vast majority of these uses apply to agency rulemaking rather than to discrete enforcement or project choices that more closely parallel criminal law. However, as I argue below, the sorts of policy statements guiding criminal enforcement bear a strong resemblance to agency rulemaking. Moreover, there are examples of cost-benefit mandates on activity roughly analogous to criminal enforcement, such as the statutory dictate that the Army Corps of Engineers should participate in flood control projects only "if the benefits to whomsoever they may accrue are in excess of the estimated costs."

C. Absence of CBA in Criminal Justice

The prospect of CBA in criminal law does not face a central issue that hangs over CBA in administrative law: whether Congress has authorized government actors to weigh costs and benefits before setting policy (or whether it mandated any comparable balancing of competing interests). The relevant aspects of criminal justice administration involve prosecutors' choices of when and how to enforce criminal statutes, choices over which

---


60. E.g., Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970, 29 U.S.C. § 655(b)(5) (2000) (requiring that OSHA regulations on toxins in workplace "assure[]...that no employee will suffer material impairment of health").


63. See infra Part IV.B.

courts have no real review power. This discretionary enforcement practice is indisputably policy making, yet federal criminal enforcement is currently exempt from the CBA mandates imposed on other executive and independent agencies. At both state and federal levels, the executive’s wide discretion in enforcement policy leaves ample executive authority for CBA or comparable methods to inform criminal practice without additional statutory authority. When statutes purport to define prosecutor authority, they do so in broad terms that perpetuate prosecutorial discretion and permit implementation of charging policies informed by CBA and a range of normative concerns.

Despite that leeway, criminal law currently does not use CBA to inform its choices. Criminal law is a massive government social policy intervention on scale with the largest regulatory agendas and, broadly conceived, it does the same sorts of things regulatory agencies do. For instance, it aims to reduce specific types of risks to bodily harm, property loss, and associated psychological-emotional injuries. We have tremendous amounts of data on crime rates, demographic information on crimes and offenders, as well as extensive statistical accounts of, inter alia, arrests, prosecutions, and case dispositions at state, local, and federal levels.

What we lack is extensive analysis of the sort we have for federal regulatory projects. We have a woefully thin account of whether the particular approaches we employ for criminal law enforcement cause more harm in

65. Cf. United States v. Armstrong, 517 U.S. 456 (1996) (holding that a defendant is not entitled to review of a claim that he was singled out for prosecution unless he makes a threshold showing that the government failed to prosecute similarly situated suspects). Prosecutors' enforcement discretion is virtually unbounded. Of course, courts do restrain prosecutors' enforcement efforts, to the degree that prosecutors attempt to apply statutes to conduct not fairly covered by a criminal provision. Interpretation of criminal statutes, through such mechanisms as the rules of legality and lenity, can provide means to dismiss an indictment.

66. See generally Stuntz, supra note 5.

67. See, e.g., Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 9.94A.440(1) (West 1998) (“A prosecuting attorney may decline to prosecute, even though technically sufficient evidence to prosecute exists, in situations where prosecution would serve no public purpose, would defeat the underlying purpose of the law in question or would result in decreased respect for the law.”). But see Ala. Code § 12-17-184(2) (1995) (suggesting that prosecutors have a duty to prosecute when probable cause exists); Fla. Stat. Ann. § 741.2901 (West 1997) (mandating that prosecutors “adopt a pro-prosecution policy for acts of domestic violence” and file charges “over the objection of the victim . . . .”).

68. Of course, this is not the only way to describe what criminal law does or tries to do. Deontological accounts, long a dominant perspective, describe criminal law as a means for ensuring just deserts for offenders and exacting retribution for wrongdoing. See Michael Moore, Placing Blame: A General Theory of the Criminal Law (1997). Virtue ethics, in contrast, describes criminal law as a mechanism for making judgments about character of offenders through assessments of their practical reasoning that led to wrongdoing, and thereby to improve the practical reasoning, and virtue, of offenders and others. See Huigens, supra note 3, at 950-51, 978-80, 1030. Nonetheless, my account focuses on a consequentialist conception of criminal law as a practical policy approach for addressing pressing social problems, a view that clearly informs policy making as well as academic debate.

69. The most accessible and broadest source for such studies is the Justice Department website, http://www.usdoj.gov/05publications/05_3.html.
one respect than good in another, and little sense of how to incorporate such knowledge into criminal law administration.

An analogy from administrative law to criminal law's current (and traditional) state is "1970s environmentalism."70 The first generation of environmental regulation "placed a high premium on immediate responses to long-neglected problems . . . [and] was often rooted in moral indignation directed at the behavior of those who created . . . risks to safety and health."71 Regulatory responses were adopted on a largely "cost-blind" basis.72 Just as that era of regulation, unlike recent years, gave little or no attention to CBA or comparable assessments,73 criminal law still pays little if any attention to the ancillary costs of its enforcement policies. Both criminal law's theory and its practice constrain consideration of the broad costs of government action the same way agency enabling statutes and judicial review once did for regulation. The latter began to change in the early 1980s when the executive branch implemented cost-benefit analysis for most (non-independent) agency action74 and courts began to approve that methodology under statutory language that did not explicitly authorize it.75

Criminal law traditionally works like the EPA's authority to set national air quality standards, the issue in Whitman v. American Trucking Associations.76 There, the Court held that the statute authorizing EPA action allowed consideration only of regulatory benefits—in this case, "public health"—not the costs incurred to achieve those benefits.77 Similarly, criminal law traditionally focuses only on the benefits of punishment (deterrence, retribution) regardless of the costs on others—employees, clients or creditors of firms, offenders' families, and communities—of punishing individual or corporate offenders. In administrative law, however, such hard-line approaches that ignored costs have given way under the prodding of executive orders, statutes mandating CBA, and judicial approval of CBA. This is not the case in criminal law.

III
TOWARD CBA IN CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT PRACTICE

Consider how the observations from the previous two sections fit together. The structure of American criminal law makes it easy to increase and perpetuate excessive punishment. Interest group lobbying is

70. Sunstein, supra note 35, at 1656-57.
71. Id. at 1656.
72. Id.
73. See id. at 1656-57.
74. This is not to say statutory-based CBA did not exist before 1980. See supra Part II.B.
75. See Sunstein, supra note 35, at 1654-55, 1663-68 (describing "default principles" courts have devised to approve agency use of CBA).
76. 531 U.S. 457 (2001); see Sunstein, supra note 35, at 1682-83.
77. Whitman, 531 U.S. at 465.
unbalanced, and key players are direct political actors responsive to an electorate sensitive about crime. Legislators face few constitutional constraints on crime and punishment policy, and prosecutors have unregulated discretion. Nonetheless, administrative decision making generally, with CBA as a component of that process, provides a model to moderate and rationalize the political dynamics of government action in criminal justice. CBA can help counter the structural features of criminal justice that lead to ignoring substantial costs of government action and to valuing poorly the full range of interests at stake. CBA can rationalize decision making in criminal law by correcting biases that lead to poor public policy and accounting for costs that criminal law neglects. This Part first examines how CBA can be useful in countering cognitive biases that skew judgments. Next, it argues that CBA can improve decision making in criminal law by revealing its full social costs in areas such as employment and marital attachment, family, and community. Finally, it turns to some of the limited ways in which CBA has already been implemented in crime-prevention policy and shows that these theoretical benefits have been realized in practice.

A. Correcting Cognitive Biases in Criminal Law

The current generation of CBA scholarship and policy application recognizes that CBA can serve goals beyond efficiency. It can be a tool for disciplining agencies' shirking, policy bias, or capture.\(^7\)\(^8\) It can serve as a central component in a regulatory decision procedure oriented toward welfare rather than solely towards efficiency.\(^7\)\(^9\) Further, CBA can help counter several well-established cognitive biases that skew judgments about criminal law policy and how it may be improved.\(^8\)\(^0\) Several of these concerns, developed in administrative law contexts, map well onto criminal enforcement. These include the availability heuristic, inaccurate estimations of risk, and the inability to foresee complex effects of interventions.

\(^7\) See Johnston, supra note 62; Eric A. Posner, Controlling Agencies with Cost-Benefit Analysis: A Positive Political Theory Perspective, 68 U. CHI. L. REV. 1137 (2001). Capture theory posits that agencies can become effectively controlled by the entities they are charged to regulate. Policy bias suggests that those who work for agencies are ideologically committed to regulatory missions even at the expense of the preferences of elected officials or the public. Shirking describes the risk that agency officials will self-interestedly try to avoid as much work as they can. See David B. Spence & Frank Cross, A Public Choice Case for the Administrative State, 89 GEO. L.J. 97, 116-23 (2000).

\(^8\) See Adler & Posner, supra note 37 (arguing for CBA as a decision procedure to assist in improving overall well-being); Matthew D. Adler & Eric A. Posner, Implementing Cost-Benefit Analysis When Preferences are Distorted, 29 J. LEGAL STUD. 1105 (2000) (making the same argument and suggesting CBA can correct for uninformed or misguided preferences).

\(^9\) Allan Gibbard, Risk and Value, in VALUES AT RISK, supra note 43, at 94, 97-98 (arguing that "normal ways of coping with risk and the cost of safety involve systematic, blatant irrationalities" that CBA can help clarify and rationalize); see Sunstein, supra note 50, at 1064-73 (developing a similar argument in greater detail).
One source of bias is the "availability heuristic": events seem more probable if we can easily recall examples of them. People tend to overestimate vivid risks, such as car and plane accidents, school shootings, nuclear accidents, and underestimate less visible or publicized risks, such as heart disease. Without full information and a reflective decision process, such mental shortcuts lead to errors, and the risk of this is especially high with politically responsive government action. In criminal law, street crime (theft and violent crime) is especially vivid and frightful for most people. In contrast, white collar crimes, such as financial frauds in which many victims lose small amounts, seem much less threatening. Compared to corporate crime risks, street crime risks are more vivid. Thus, theft and violent crime induce more frequent public demand for harsh punishment, making it harder for prosecutors to address such wrongdoing by means other than full prosecution.

A second and related cognitive bias is the inaccurate estimation of risks and benefits when the risks or benefits are particularly large. People often underestimate risks when the benefits of an activity seem clear and high, such as x-rays or coal-fired power plants. Conversely, people underestimate benefits when risks are perceived as high, such as pesticides or nuclear power. In criminal law, prosecution of offenders has obvious and vivid benefits, but its costs are diffuse, externalized, and largely off-screen.

These biases are linked to another: people often cannot foresee complex, systemic effects of particular interventions. It is hard to anticipate unintended consequences, though they are common in complex systems regulated by social policy. With the aid of CBA, regulatory statutes are often (and increasingly) attuned to these effects. For example, regulating auto emissions may result in increased demand for smaller cars, which in turn can lead to the unintended consequence of increased injury in accidents. Criminal law also entails unintended effects, and, with our current rates of incarceration, they reach significant magnitudes.


82. See Nesbitt & Ross, supra note 81, at 18-23, 28-42; Sunstein, supra note 50, at 1065.

83. On those occasions when corporate wrongdoing becomes especially vivid, as with Enron's collapse and the subsequent personal losses to employees' pensions, legislators may respond with increased criminal sanctions. See Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, 15 U.S.C. § 7201 (2002) (statute passed in the wake of high-profile corporate failures such as Enron's that increases punishments for several federal crimes). Congress also created the Corporate Fraud Task Force, a Justice Department entity, to increase prosecution of corporate wrongdoing in reaction to the Enron scandal. See The President's Corporate Fraud Task Force, at http://www.usdoj.gov/dag/cftf/.

84. Nesbitt & Ross, supra note 81, at 18-23, 28-42; Sunstein, supra note 50, at 1065-68.

Finally, criminal law costs and benefits are rarely linked. We tend to place them in different categories of social thinking. We do not readily connect, say, distressed communities and family structure to the collateral consequences of punishment\(^{86}\) so much as to the consequences of crime. People tend to put very different values on preferences when each is considered in isolation from when those concerns are assessed together, across categories. Questions about how much people would pay for cleaner air, preschool for poor children, or workplace safety from toxic chemicals elicit very different answers from when asked in isolation than when they are posed to require cross-category comparisons.\(^{87}\) Criminal law suffers the same bias: we consider the risks criminal law responds to separately from the other policies and aspects of social life that criminal punishment impacts. CBA can correct the cognitive disconnect between costs and benefits in criminal law by linking them together in policy making.

B. Accounting for Overlooked Costs and Benefits in Criminal Law

In addition to countering cognitive biases, CBA can help uncover costs not now readily attributed to criminal justice policy at all. A full assessment of the social costs and benefits of criminal justice is a daunting project. Some of those costs are massive but comparatively easy to identify, including the cost of prosecution, judicial time, and court expenditures, and the administrative costs of imprisonment or other punishments such as probation.\(^{88}\) Other costs are harder to identify and quantify, such as punishment's impact on offenders' families, communities, and employment prospects. Assessing key benefits is also often difficult because it requires estimating the benefits of crimes avoided by incapacitation and deterrence. Economists have recently begun to produce a range of studies attempting to identify crime-prevention effects of criminal law and related policies, such as gun regulation.\(^{89}\) Further, we have a growing body of


87. Sunstein, supra note 50, at 1071-73.

88. In an economic calculus, fines would count merely as a transfer rather than a gain or loss. Community service punishments might be assessed the same way—a public benefit at the cost of the offender's time and labor.

social science literature on the broader social consequences of criminal law enforcement policy.

Despite the difficulty of assessing full costs and benefits, CBA can account for these consequences much better than current practice and can generate a plausible estimate of the full social impact of government action. I illustrate this by examining the problem of deterrence and the neglected costs of incarceration on employment and marital attachment, family, and community.

1. Deterrence

Deterrence is one example of how CBA can do a better job than traditional theories in predicting social costs and benefits. Assessing deterrence effects of criminal law is complex.90 One reason for this complexity is substitution: prevention of one crime through high penalties might prompt offenders to commit other crimes. For example, an offender may substitute the sale of marijuana or powder cocaine with crack cocaine.91 The "elasticity of substitution" varies among sets of crimes. Some crimes are ready substitutes for others,92 while some crimes have no obvious substitutes. Thus, deterrence of one crime is more likely to have an overall crime-decreasing effect. In the context of drug sellers, deterrence of one set of buyers, perhaps wealthier buyers more responsive to the social stigma of increased penalties, might prompt a greater effort to sell to another set of buyers, perhaps low-income residents less deterred by such stigma. In this way, an increased penalty may simply shift offenses without reducing the overall number.93 On the other hand, "income effects" can mean that raising the penalty of one crime can deter others as well. This is most clear with consumption crimes like drug use. Increasing the punishment—or price—of a crime can mean that offenders have to invest more time and money to commit the crime. They must make greater efforts to lower the odds of arrest, or the price of the contraband may increase. Either way, the result will be less time and money to commit other crimes.94 The effects are richer and more subtle than this sketch describes, but the key point is that

---

91. For a speculative discussion of whether high penalties for crack prompt greater use of heroin, see id. at 2402-08.
92. Id. at 2393. Katyal discusses the crime of rape as one example. If rape is a crime of sex, lowering penalties for prostitution may decrease rape. If the offender is more interested in rape as a means of violence, reducing punishment of other forms of assault may reduce rapes.
93. See id. at 2416-19.
94. Id. at 2433-34. An optimal situation to employ this income effect would set the penalty for a crime at the highest level at which it would still occur, thereby draining offenders' resources for other crime commission.
estimates of crime prevention benefits not only are complex but also vary across types of crimes, depending on factors like whether offenders readily substitute one offense for another.

It may be that incarceration produces a net deterrence effect in many contexts. It is not now clear whether and how much prison either dissuades offenders from reoffending (because the prospect of incarceration is so distasteful) or increases reoffending (by either “training” criminals in prison or foreclosing much legitimate employment after prison, a thesis intuitively confirmed by high recidivism rates), and how these effects vary across subsets of offenders and crimes.95 Regardless, enforcement that uses a CBA procedure would direct systematic attention to these concerns. CBA would help examine the risk that incarceration may sometimes harm one of the primary goals it purports to serve.

2. Employment and Marital Attachment

Beyond aiding a deterrence assessment, CBA can help integrate broader social costs of punishment into evaluations of criminal justice. Lengthy incarceration has indirect criminogenic effects because it harms prospects for both job stability and marital attachment.96 Long prison terms leave offenders with large gaps in work history, while removing them from a culture that builds responsible work habits.97 Lengthy sentences similarly strain existing personal relationships and make released offenders less appealing marriage prospects.98 An offender’s job stability, family stability, and alcohol or drug use correlate significantly to reoffending.99 Offenders with stable, functional marriages (or equivalent romantic partnerships) and job stability, which indicates both work commitment and opportunity, are significantly less likely to commit more crimes, especially if their drug and alcohol use is modest. While the evidence is not clear that a prison term more than modestly depresses long-term earnings (in part because many

97. See id. at 165-68, 255-56 (“[T]he effects of long periods of incarceration appear quite severe when manifested in structural labeling—many of the [men studied] were simply cut off from the most promising avenues for desistence from crime.”).
98. See id. at 255; Bruce Western et al., Black Economic Progress in the Era of Mass Imprisonment, in INVISIBLE PUNISHMENT, supra note 22, at 175-78 (discussing effects on employment and earnings).
99. SAMPSO & LAUB, supra note 96, at 167-68.
inmates had low earnings prospects before prison), prison does increase the likelihood of disengagement from lawful employment after release.

A comprehensive CBA of a criminal justice policy with high incarceration rates must assess incarceration costs that include diminished earning potential of offenders after release and the effect of those lost earnings on their dependents. It must also account for the indirect effect incarceration likely has on harming criminal law’s contribution to crime prevention. Part of that calculation must include diminished job prospects and family instability; both factors may increase the odds of recidivism. More controversially, that cost assessment might be integrated by attributing to incarceration policy a portion of overall costs of crime committed by released felons. The key insight from CBA is that full assessment of costs and benefits could well suggest that lengthy incarceration in some contexts is counterproductive, while shorter incarceration (perhaps coupled with other supervision, such as probation) could have a more positive cost-benefit ratio.

3. Families

Incarceration’s impact on families and children may be criminal punishment’s most substantial ancillary effect. Most incarcerated adults are parents who had regular contact with their children before prison. While removing a parent who is abusive or otherwise a drain on a family’s supportive capacity can be a net gain for family members in some cases, the evidence thus far suggests that the removal of even a nonresident parent is more often a detriment to children and families. Even nonresident parents often provide financial support, babysitting, and child supervision, and, despite some criminal involvement, positive mentoring influence. Most offenders are employed at the time of arrest and drift over time

100. Western et al., supra note 98, at 176-78.


102. That is an example of the sort of valuation decision that makes CBA, even in its pure form, replete with substantive, politically contestable value judgments. See discussion supra note 55.


104. Hagan and Dinovitzer, supra note 101, at 125 (suggesting “more likely imprisonment is harmful to children even in dysfunctional families, because [it] ... compound[s] ... preexisting family problems”); but cf. SAMPSON & LAUB, supra note 96, at 64-98 (finding alcoholism and criminality by parents reduce their social control and monitoring of children, thereby increasing odds of delinquency).

between legal and illegal work.\textsuperscript{106} Single parents have less money and time to invest in children.\textsuperscript{107} Moreover, imprisonment of a family member has a significant stigmatizing effect among neighbors and social groups, even in neighborhoods with high incarceration rates.\textsuperscript{108} That effect increases stress on families and children. Most children whose sole parent is incarcerated reside with caregivers who lack financial resources for necessary expenses and, often, parenting skills.\textsuperscript{109}

Further, these economic, psychological, and social stresses are imposed disproportionately on children and families least able to cope with them. Street crime punishment primarily affects low-income offenders; their family financial resources are often marginal.\textsuperscript{110} Children in such families are also most likely to be at risk for low educational achievement. Parental incarceration often has negative impacts on attitudes toward school and correlates with other negative behavioral tendencies, including increased depression, anxiety, and rebelliousness.\textsuperscript{111}

When concentrated in communities, high incarceration rates impact family organization as well. Men make up the vast majority of inmates. Removal of large numbers of men from a community and the return of male ex-prisoners who have diminished employment prospects reduce the number of potential partners available to women. In that context, men more readily enter into relationships with multiple women, and women develop relationships with men who have other attachments. That decreases rates of marriage and of stable relationships, makes it more likely for men to have children by multiple partners, and increases single-parent (particularly fatherless) households. Those dynamics, unsurprisingly, correlate with adverse effects on children, including decreased parental involvement, increased risk of abuse, and juvenile delinquency.\textsuperscript{112}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[107] Hagan & Dinovitzer, supra note 101, at 124-26; Braman, supra note 48, at 118-22.
\item[108] Braman, supra note 48, at 131, 133 (ethnographic study documenting negative stigmatization and shame based on interviews with family members); Todd R. Clear, The Problem with "Addition by Subtraction": The Prison-Crime Relationship in Low-Income Communities, in Invisible Punishment, supra note 22, at 191; Hagan & Dinovitzer, supra note 101, at 127-28, 139-40.
\item[109] Hagan & Dinovitzer, supra note 101, at 143-44 (citing studies finding two-thirds of children with incarcerated mothers lived with caregivers who did not have adequate income and one study finding that most caregivers "do not exhibit prosocial parenting skills").
\item[111] Braman, supra note 48, at 124-25; W.H. Sack, Children of Imprisoned Fathers, 40 Psychiatry 163 (1977); Hagan & Dinovitzer, supra note 101, at 145-47 (summarizing studies with such findings); cf. id. at 128 (stating—before Braman's research—that "it is fair to say that we know little about the additive or multiplicative ways in which parental imprisonment may be causally linked to changes in the well-being of children.").
\item[112] Braman, supra note 48, at 123, 126-29 (reporting interviews in which both men and women recognize the unequal gender ratio and its effect on relationships); id. at 127 (noting that in
\end{footnotes}
4. Communities

Like the impact on family organization, other indirect costs of criminal punishment are aggravated because of its uneven social distribution. Beyond family organization effects, the disproportionate impact that high incarceration rates have on low-income communities affects the social capital of neighborhoods and networks to which prisoners belong, and those effects can be severe. John Hagan and Ronit Dinovitzer observe:

When incarceration is a rare or infrequent event within a social group, the change in social networks caused by imprisonment may be mainly a problem for the individuals involved. However, when imprisonment becomes more common and widely expected in a social group, the changes in social networks may often become damaging for the group more generally.

Incarceration’s uneven racial distribution—with much higher rates for minorities than whites—aggravates the preexisting problem of minority youths’ differential access to positive opportunities through work, family, and community social networks.

Stigmatizing effects can spill over in high-incarceration communities to those without criminal histories, reducing economic prospects for the law-abiding. Most imprisoned offenders return to their communities, but their reduced appeal as employees and the instability of local labor markets make these communities unattractive to employers. High incarceration rates, then, affect non-offending community members as well, by reducing the community’s economic viability.

These community-wide effects, combined with adverse impacts on employment and family structure, greatly diminish the social capital of vulnerable communities. High incarceration rates destabilize communities in ways that facilitate crime by undermining social infrastructures and thus

Washington, D.C., “where the male incarceration rate exceeds 2 percent, fathers are absent from over half of the families”).
113. Hagan & Dinovitzer, supra note 101, at 131-33 (“Imprisonment can swiftly and irreparably alter the social networks and structures to which inmates, and those to whom they are connected, belong.”)
114. Id. at 131-32.
117. Western et al., supra note 98, at 178.
118. See Hagan & Dinovitzer, supra note 101, at 135; see generally WILLIAM JULIUS WILSON, WHEN WORK DISAPPEARS (1996).
informal social control.  This community-wide effect suggests two policy implications for CBA. First, CBA needs to take account of the uneven distribution of these social capital effects. High imprisonment rates are concentrated in poor communities. Those elevated rates of incarceration thus impose the greatest social costs on communities that are already socially and economically marginal. Second, incarceration impacts different communities differently with respect to crime rates as well as economic viability. Clear and Rose argue that low incarceration rates in stable communities have a positive effect on crime rates, but high rates in vulnerable communities have a detrimental effect. Crime prevention comes from both public (criminal sanctions) and private (informal social control) sources. In vulnerable communities, the cost of diminished informal social control may be greater than the benefits of criminal sanctions.

C. CBA Studies of Crime Prevention Policy

The insights of CBA have not been completely ignored in crime prevention policy, where CBA has been employed to assess a wide range of strategies that extend well beyond criminal law. These strategies can be divided broadly into three categories: situational crime prevention, developmental prevention, and correctional intervention programs. CBA analyses of these crime prevention projects suggest possibilities for employing CBA in criminal justice administration.

1. Situational Crime Prevention

Situational crime prevention, broadly speaking, seeks to change the context in which crime occurs. Unlike criminal law, which aims to prevent crime by using deterrence to affect offenders' motivation, situational crime prevention seeks to reduce crime by modifying the environment in which would-be offenders find criminal opportunities. Informed by rational choice and "routine activity" theories, which together suggest that criminal conduct varies with changes in opportunities and transitory pressures, it focuses on "the convergence in time and space of the three elements of


120. See Jeffrey Fagan et al., Reciprocal Effects of Crime and Incarceration in New York City Neighborhoods, 30 FORDHAM URBAN L.J. 1551, 1554 (2003) (finding, in a time-series study of New York City neighborhoods, that incarceration rates are highest in the poorest precincts, which are not co-extensive with the highest-crime precincts, and that incarceration has perverse effects on crime rates because "incarceration... begets more crime").

121. Clear, supra note 108, at 183, 188-91; Rose & Clear, supra note 119, at 442, 450.
crime”—likely offender, suitable target, and absence of a guardian—that increases the odds of wrongdoing.\footnote{Ronald V. Clarke, Situational Crime Prevention, in Building a SAFER SOCIETY: STRATEGIC APPROACHES TO CRIME PREVENTION 91, 95, 100 (Michael Tonry & David P. Farrington eds., 1995) [hereinafter BUILDING A SAFER SOCIETY].}

Sample situational prevention strategies include increased use of surveillance (both “formal,” as with cameras or guards, and “natural,” which includes building and street designs that improve public sight lines and pedestrian traffic); improvements of locks, fences, or other barriers (known as “hardening targets”); alarm-tripping merchandise tags to prevent shoplifting; verification procedures to prevent bounced checks; street closures to block traffic associated with prostitution or drug sales; credit card photos; and rapid vandalism or graffiti repair.\footnote{Neal Kumar Katyal, Architecture as Crime Control, 111 YALE L.J. 1039 (2002).} Neal Katyal’s survey of “architecture as crime control” examines one form of situational prevention.\footnote{See, e.g., Kline v. 1500 Mass. Ave. Apt. Corp., 439 F.2d 477 (D.C. Cir. 1970); Nixon v. Mr Property Management Co., 690 S.W.2d 546 (Tex. 1985).} Tort law encourages situational crime prevention by imposing liability for insufficient lighting or locks.\footnote{See Welsh & Farrington, supra note 46, at 319-25.}

Welsh and Farrington recently attempted to identify all reliable cost-benefit studies of situational prevention programs (and other prevention strategies described below). Studies of thirteen programs met their criteria for validity, and eight of those thirteen studies showed a positive cost-benefit ratio (greater than 1.0).\footnote{Id. at 320-21 (citing Ronald V. Clarke & Gerry McGrath, Cash Reduction and Robbery Prevention in Australian Betting Shops, 1 SECURITY J. 160 (1990), and Paul Eklom et al., Home Office Research and Statistics Directorate, Safer Cities and Domestic Burglary (1996)).} Some were strikingly cost-efficient: a policy of removing coin meters in a public housing complex to prevent burglary had a cost-benefit ratio of 5.04; a street-lighting program to prevent personal and property crime had a 4.34 ratio.\footnote{See generally Richard E. Tremblay & Wendy M. Craig, Developmental Crime Prevention, in Building a SAFER SOCIETY, supra note 122, at 151 (surveying programs and studies of effectiveness).}

2. Developmental Crime Prevention

Developmental crime prevention targets risk factors in youth development with the aim of reducing behavioral and attitudinal patterns learned in childhood that increase the odds of criminal conduct.\footnote{See Nagin, supra note 46.} Prominent risk factors include socially disruptive behavior, cognitive and educational deficits, and exposure to poor parenting.\footnote{See Welsh & Farrington, supra note 46.} Strategies range from family counseling and parent support to vocational training, academic tutoring, health care, and behavioral counseling for youth. Developmental strategies are long-term approaches to crime prevention and, studies suggest, work
best when they address multiple risk factors and are implemented before the at-risk youth reaches adolescence.\textsuperscript{130}

Due to the scope and expense of developmental prevention programs, many efforts have been relatively small in scale, and studies of their outcomes have similarly been limited, especially as to cost-effectiveness and long-term efficacy. Nonetheless, Welsh and Farrington identified half a dozen analyses that met their conservative standards for cost-benefit analysis.\textsuperscript{131} Five of the six studies found a positive cost-benefit ratio. One of the best-known longitudinal studies was the Perry Pre-school Program, which included a control group. The program began with educational intervention and home visits at preschool age and followed subjects into their late twenties. It reduced lifetime arrests by 50\% and increased individuals' income, education, and home-ownership levels. CBA found $7.16 return for every dollar invested.\textsuperscript{132}

3. \textit{Correctional Intervention}

Correctional intervention includes incarceration as well as types of probation such as residential supervision, vocational and behavioral training, work requirements, and drug treatment regimes. Offender treatment is one type of correctional intervention that has fared well in cost-benefit analyses. Offender treatment programs focus on adjustment techniques, basic education and employment skills, and support for ex-addicts. The six studies of offender treatment programs that met Welsh and Farrington's CBA criteria had positive cost-benefit ratios, with returns ranging from $1.13 to $7.14 for every dollar invested.\textsuperscript{133} Most of those studies measured benefits to include reduced use of social services as well as lower recidivism rates, and accounted for costs of recidivism, justice system administration, and some victim expenses.\textsuperscript{134} This collection of studies could be particularly useful for criminal justice officials, who have little ability to facilitate alternatives to criminal law but substantial leeway in shaping options within criminal justice. I discuss more of these sorts of programs in Part V.D.

4. \textit{Implications for Criminal Justice}

These studies provide some insight for the practice of criminal law enforcement, in part because they examine programs that are largely alternatives to criminal law (and, in the case of correctional intervention,
alternative ways of administering criminal law). They are useful for an audience of legislators and policy makers choosing among the broad array of crime prevention strategies, among which criminal law is only one option. However, we still lack the cost-benefit and other policy analyses that could inform daily judgments and ground-level charging policies through such tools as prosecutorial guidelines and creation of alternative responses to criminal conduct.

These studies also suggest that misallocation of resources and misdirection of policy, a familiar phenomenon in regulatory action, can also be found in criminal law. They indicate poor priority setting in crime prevention policy, of which criminal law is a part, for which CBA can serve as a corrective. Criminal law has a unique function for making moral judgments and serving retributive ends, but it makes a limited contribution to the broad mix of policies that maintain public safety, health, and order. Its role in achieving these goals is secondary and, in fact, can be counterproductive. CBA is likely to suggest that for many crime problems, criminal law is a suboptimal or poor choice. Only when its retributive and expressive functions are crucial should forms of criminal punishment with high social costs be employed.

IV
A Proposal for Implementing CBA in Criminal Law

As the foregoing survey suggests, criminal law traditionally pays little attention to the full social consequences of criminal enforcement, as opposed to law’s specific goals such as deterrence. CBA could change this by identifying the broader social costs and thus transform the highly discretionary practice of criminal enforcement policy. I will sketch two avenues for initiating CBA in prosecution practice. The first version, like much of CBA in administrative law, arises from legislative mandate. The second, on the model of executive orders mandating CBA in a range of agency settings, relies solely on executive initiative without legislative authorization.

A. A CBA Mandate from the Legislative Branch

In the grandest vision, Congress could adapt approaches it has taken with other agencies and mandate CBA for the Justice Department in a limited way. The most practical version would be a procedural CBA statute that not only requires that prosecutor offices (and perhaps key enforcement agencies such as the FBI) develop guidelines and related policies based on

135. See Sunstein, supra note 50, at 1063 (arguing that, based on cost-benefit studies, the EPA "currently allocates its limited resources poorly, and it does so partly because it is responsive to ordinary judgments about the magnitude of risks [rather than judgments informed by CBA]. A government that could insulate itself from misinformed judgments could save tens of thousands of lives and tens of billions of dollars annually.").
those analyses but also makes that mandate immune to judicial review. One model here is the National Environmental Policy Act, which requires environmental impact statements for major agency actions.\textsuperscript{136} A comparable statute could mandate cost-benefit analysis of major prosecutorial enforcement policies and guidelines. It could require the Justice Department to provide public assessments of the full costs and benefits of enforcement actions annually, including an assessment of distributional impacts. These assessments could be facilitated by a statutorily mandated independent committee modeled on similar bodies in other regulatory endeavors such as air-quality regulation.\textsuperscript{137}

This approach has at least two benefits. First, it would draw prosecutors' attention to currently ignored social costs and provide a basis for public assessment of controversial valuations without a judicially reviewable requirement that benefits must outweigh costs. This is important because judicial review is inappropriate for prosecutorial decision making. It is too great a break with the tradition of unbridled discretion and is not justified, as in regulatory contexts, by the independence of an agency exercising delegated authority. Further, a statutory mandate has the advantage of simply forcing the executive to employ a formalized decision procedure in a context that has traditionally lacked one. This reduces the odds that commitment to such analysis will vary with changes in administration, while maintaining the executive's traditional discretion to define and implement enforcement policies.

States, where most criminal enforcement occurs, could enact comparable regimes,\textsuperscript{138} and Congress could encourage state action with funding for cost-benefit studies. A strong version of that encouragement would tie some form of CBA review of state enforcement to federal law enforcement funding. State and federal governments could sponsor CBA research and

\textsuperscript{136} National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C) (2000); 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27 (2001) (requiring impacts to be assessed "in several contexts such as society as a whole (human, national), the affected region, the affected interests, and the locality"). Unlike my proposal here, NEPA permits judicial review to ensure that an agency has completed an EIS and made a good-faith effort to rely upon it, but courts cannot overturn the substantive analysis unless it is clearly arbitrary. See Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Comm., Inc. v. U.S. Atomic Energy Comm'n, 449 F.2d 1109, 1115 (D.C. Cir. 1971); cf. Johnston, supra note 62, at 1349 (describing how the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs in the Office of Management and Budget has specialized in CBA in the wake of executive orders mandating its use); id. at 1388 (noting one consequence of NEPA is that agencies hire scientists to gather information about costs of projects).


\textsuperscript{138} In many states, local prosecutors are more autonomous from state attorneys general offices than federal prosecutors are from the Justice Department. While much might be accomplished by making voluntary training and research resources available, implementation of even a modest version of CBA at local levels might require more supervisory power over local prosecutors. For examples of states giving attorneys general such authority, see Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. §§ 51-275 to 51-277 (West 1985) and Del. Code Ann. tit. 29, § 2502 (1997) (giving state attorney general supervisory authority over local prosecutors).
could sponsor periodic enforcement reviews as well. More practically, Congress could earmark funds for a specialized office in the Justice Department’s research arm, the Institute for Justice Administration, to create broad CBA data sets for federal and state criminal enforcement. For state prosecutors, the process could be encouraged through federal training grants, administered by the Justice Department’s Office of Justice Programs and Bureau of Justice Assistance,\(^\text{139}\) that sponsor demonstration projects and support implementation assistance offered by such bodies as the NDAA. Equivalent efforts could aim to reform policing practices along the same lines.\(^\text{140}\)

Finally, Congress could encourage or mandate sentencing policy developed by the U.S. Sentencing Commission to incorporate the insights of CBA in designing punishment options. Again, state legislatures could mimic that process with state sentencing bodies where they exist, and Congress could encourage that trend with funding.

### B. CBA Implementation by the Executive Branch

While a statutory mandate would initiate and institutionalize CBA in criminal law enforcement policy, that step is not necessary for CBA’s development. Even without a legislative mandate, traditional executive-branch and prosecutorial discretion leaves ample authority for the Justice Department to develop and implement CBA.

The Justice Department has already taken some steps in this direction, albeit without the data to support formal CBA. Justice Department policies (and some sentencing decisions under the federal Sentencing Guidelines)\(^\text{141}\)

\(139\). The Bureau’s mandate is to provide leadership and resources to state and local governments to reduce crime, violence, and drug abuse and to strengthen the nation’s criminal justice system. Its programs include formula and discretionary grants, training, and technical assistance. See About the Bureau of Justice Assistance, http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/BJA/about/aboutbja.html.

\(140\). A generation ago, federal funding administered through the Justice Department coaxed local police departments to impose more centralized control and rigorous standards of conduct on officers. See Vorenberg, supra note 18, at 1521-22 (citing Graecen, The Role of the Police: Should It Be Limited to Fighting Crime?, in PROGRESS IN POLICING 18 (Richard A. Staufenberger ed., 1980)).

now encourage prosecutorial attention to costs of criminal justice beyond traditional retributive or deterrence concerns. From this kernel we can develop initial ideas about extending federal CBA practice, and criminology's academic studies of crime prevention efficacy, to enforcement policy at the prosecution and sentencing stages.

Consider the Justice Department's internal "Guidance on Prosecution of Corporations." That policy lists "factors to be considered" in deciding whether to initiate prosecution against corporations. Beyond traditional criminal law concerns (which we can analogize to the traditional benefits of regulation), the Guidance tells prosecutors to weigh whether prosecution will have "collateral consequences, including disproportionate harm to shareholders, pension holders and employees not proven personally culpable." Prosecutors are encouraged to assess whether the "likely punishment is appropriate given the nature and seriousness of the crime" in light of "the possibly substantial consequences to a corporation's officers, directors, employees, and shareholders." The policy acknowledges the inevitable, unintended costs of criminal enforcement. "Virtually every conviction of a corporation, like virtually every conviction of an individual, will have an impact on innocent third parties." In a break with traditional criminal law theory, though perhaps not with sporadic practice, the Department tells prosecutors to weigh the significant tradeoffs against enforcement's benefits. Prosecutors may "evaluate the severity of collateral consequences" against other, traditional criteria. This sort of rough balancing of costs and benefits can yield policy outcomes different from considerations solely of standard criminal law criteria. This Justice Department policy suggests that some sectors of federal prosecution practice resemble agency regulatory action taken under mandates to weigh benefits, costs, significant risks, and other side effects of regulation. Yet at present this weighing is done impressionistically by prosecutors, without data to inform those judgments.

143. Id. pt. II.
144. Id.
145. Id. pt. IX.
146. Id.
147. While some prosecutors may exercise discretion based on the social costs of criminal punishment, it is surely not a widespread norm.
148. Thompson, supra note 142, at pt. IX.
149. Further, in the area of forfeitures, which prosecutors administer even in their civil form because they are intended as a crime deterrent tool, Congress recently indicated a modest concern with ancillary effects of this sort of monetary punishment on others. In the Civil Asset Forfeiture Reform Act of 2000, Congress added protection for some claimants if "depriving the claimant of the property would deprive the claimant of the means to maintain reasonable shelter in the community for the claimant and all dependents residing with the claimant." 18 U.S.C. § 983(d)(3)(B)(ii) (2002).
These guidelines govern a small segment of enforcement practice, but other Justice Department policies similarly guide and formalize decision making. The corporate charging guidelines are advisory to prosecutors, but other charging matters require approval from central Justice officials. The attorney general must approve all prosecutions under the Economic Espionage Act, the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, and the RICO statute as well as all prosecutions that seek capital punishment. More recently, Attorney General Ashcroft required that U.S. attorneys get approval before entering plea bargains in capital cases. Ashcroft also announced significant new restrictions on all plea bargaining practices by federal prosecutors. Moreover, Justice Department components, such as the Antitrust Division, have formal written policies and guidelines that aim to make their enforcement policy choices both public and consistent.

Together, these examples offer initial models of a more elaborate, formalized policy of prosecutorial discretion. Only the corporate charging guidelines recognize enforcement practice as playing a role in broader social policy, and all these policies attempt to improve enforcement practice by either centralizing decision authority or defining criteria that field prosecutors should employ in discretionary decision making. None, however, employs data or formal policy analysis in the criteria-assessment and factor-weighing process. Nonetheless, this collection of increasingly formalized policy making to guide prosecutorial discretion sets a promising

151. Id. at 9-47.100.
152. Id. at 9-110.101 (requiring approval by the Justice Department’s Criminal Division); see also id. at 9-110.200 (specifying criteria by which Criminal Division will approve RICO prosecutions, because the statute requires “particularly careful and reasoned application,” must be “selectively and uniformly used,” and must balance “interest in effective law enforcement against the consequences for the accused”).
example: it looks like a form of administrative rulemaking. If the executive branch were to develop CBA as a means to improve and expand such quasi-rulemaking, then the application of CBA to criminal justice would look less different from CBA in other executive branch contexts.

Despite the increasingly formalized nature of Justice Department policy making, employing CBA in the development of such policies could make a drastic difference in their design and implementation. Criminal law is particularly vulnerable to errors that CBA can help government actors avoid. Recall the cognitive habits that bias judgments. People often have difficulty assessing systemic consequences of one-shot actions, of which individual prosecutions are an example. In isolated responses to individualized events, it is hard to produce a full accounting of positive and negative effects. Agencies, like prosecutors, tend to downplay risks created by their actions. Prosecutorial culture, in particular, has a tradition of looking only at the traditional reference points of criminal law—deterrence, retribution, implications for the offender versus law enforcement interests. Detailed studies of costs and risks can influence general prosecution guidelines and reduce the odds that such guidelines are executed in a reflexive, self-serving, or ill-informed manner.

The same avenues used by regulatory agencies can be used for criminal enforcement. Absent a mandate, regulatory bureaucracies are often slow to adopt up-to-date research when prior (less accurate) research exists. Prosecutors, law enforcement agencies, and sentencing authorities, like administrative agencies, should have access to, and be required to review, the best available risk and benefit information. Where knowledge of costs is imperfect, agencies can use probabilistic methods of uncertainty analysis, identifying, say, a range of risk or cost estimates rather than adopting a single (perhaps self-serving or selectively chosen) one. Analysis should include distributional variations, so that decision makers have information about the differential impact of practices on various citizen subgroups.

156. Sunstein, supra note 35, at 1662; see also Dorner, supra note 85, at 71-105 (discussing psychological factors that bear on human planning and decision making in complex systems).

157. See John D. Graham, Making Sense of Risk: An Agenda for Congress, in RISKS, COSTS, supra note 34, at 183, 196 (proposing that Congress require agencies to consider risk trade-offs, based on the concern that agencies downplay risks induced by their policies).

158. See id. at 189 (arguing that agencies neglect or reject high-quality scientific information because “bureaucracies have difficulty innovating without a clear statutory mandate” and prefer the consistency of existing models and assumptions).

159. At the federal level, this is the U.S. Sentencing Commission; state sentencing policy makers take a variety of forms.

160. These suggestions are developed in the administrative law context in Graham, supra note 157, at 189-91. For an argument and proposal that prosecutors should do “racial impact studies” to inform themselves on the broader social consequences of their enforcement practices, see Angela J. Davis, Prosecution and Race: The Power and Privilege of Discretion, 67 FORDHAM L. REV. 13, 18-19, 53-64 (1998).
Finally, the idea generalizes to state prosecutors, although in most states local elected prosecutors have a tradition of greater autonomy from the state attorney general than is true in the federal context. Comparable policies of centralized decision-making authority are scarcer in the states, and legislation may be required to give state attorneys general the authority to control charging decisions. As noted above, the federal government could encourage development of CBA-informed policy making by funding data gathering and analysis and assisting states in adapting this information for guidelines in their jurisdictions. Training entities such as the National District Attorneys Association, the American Bar Association, or even local prosecutors' offices in larger jurisdictions could facilitate the development of model policies for state adoption.

V

ADDRESSING CHALLENGES TO CBA IN CRIMINAL LAW

A. Methodological Challenges for CBA in Criminal Law

CBA faces a range of methodological challenges in criminal justice, some of which are common to all CBA implementation. Perhaps the most common objection is that CBA must confront a range of costs, risks, and benefits that cannot really be valued quantitatively. Criminal law includes many such effects, posing problems analogous to valuing scenic landscapes. CBA undoubtedly works best when costs and benefits can be quantified relatively uncontroversially, but it has also been employed with arguable success in assigning quantitative values to qualitative things, like the cost of lead poisoning in children or the benefit of scenic beauty. Further, we do have models in administrative law for incorporating those values qualitatively in a broader assessment procedure that incorporates CBA. With these models, we quantify what we can about regulation, then balance that directly against qualitative judgments of such values as poison-free children or scenic views. It is not clear which version would work better for criminal law. Many comparable, qualitative concerns are not even on the agenda of criminal enforcement policy so even CBA's imperfect tools for quantifying the unquantifiable serve in this context to

161. For a description of the NDAA's American Prosecutors Research Institute, which provides "research, training and technical assistance" to state prosecutors, see American Prosecutors Research Institute website, at http://ndaa-apri.org/apri/index.html.

162. Leonard & Zeckhauser, supra note 43, at 43-44 ("cost benefit analysis is designed as a method of quantification, so it surely is better able to deal with more quantifiable aspects of the issues it confronts," but this limitation is ethically neutral unless it systematically pushes decisions in a particular direction).

163. See, e.g., Ackerman & Heinzerling, supra note 44, at 1555 (criticizing one method of assessing the costs of lead poisoning in children).

164. See Welsh & Farrington, supra note 46, at 341 (discussing studies that have quantified humanistic costs).
force at least partial consideration of undervalued or unnoted effects. The softer version of CBA, in contrast, promises a fuller assessment but, in the hands of enforcement officials who have long ignored these costs, it risks becoming a means to undervalue these interests even more than quantification does.

Consider two other challenges for CBA that are more specific to criminal law. First, CBA will work better or worse depending on whether there are notable wealth differences between parties that win and parties that lose under a given policy project. CBA's uncorrected endowment dependence makes it a particularly weak tool when such wealth differences exist. This limitation makes criminal law a difficult application context for CBA. Most criminal defendants are fairly poor, and the families and communities to whom they are connected are poor as well. To the extent CBA relies on willingness-to-pay and willingness-to-accept valuation methodology that is endowment dependent, it is likely to undervalue costs experienced by those defendants. Criminal law benefits, on the other hand, are spread more broadly, creating a disparity in wealth endowments among those bearing costs and reaping gains. There may be methodological strategies around this problem. For instance, these effects can be normalized or willingness-to-pay data can be drawn from a full range of race and income groups. Nonetheless, endowment dependence remains a serious challenge for CBA.

Second, CBA can only work if all the relevant costs and benefits are identified and evaluated. As has been discussed, some costs of criminal law are hidden or easily ignored, both because of the nature of those costs and because the political dynamic surrounding the project may not bring the full range of costs to officials' attention. In this respect, however, CBA should prove useful to criminal law because it establishes a structure by which decision makers seek to (and are forced to) identify costs. That structure, with a history in other contexts of broad cost considerations, should be a significant advantage for criminal justice, which now ignores many of its ancillary costs. Collateral consequences of street crime

165. See Adler & Posner, supra note 37, at 238-43 (suggesting that CBA should not be used to evaluate the welfare effect of large projects where substantive wealth differences exist because of the inaccuracies that can result from the monetized nature of CBA).

166. Standard CBA techniques could include survey data on what people would be willing to pay to avoid bad educational outcomes or antisocial behaviors for their children, the cost of counseling for the effects of home-life crises, remedial education for poor school performance, and criminal justice costs (including incarceration) for earlier and increased criminal offending. On top of those difficult quantification efforts, a broader decision procedure could then incorporate qualitative and distributional assessments to supplement CBA.

167. For a general discussion of this problem, see Adler & Posner, supra note 37, at 238-43.

punishment are a prime example of costs the criminal justice system now ignores. Analogous ancillary effects from corporate crime punishment, on the other hand, are not, because firms often are effective at bringing those costs to the attention of enforcement officials.\textsuperscript{169}

In short, criminal law poses significant, though not unique, challenges for CBA. Critics have extensively catalogued the methodological difficulties associated with CBA in other contexts, but policy makers in those fields have not responded by abandoning it altogether. Rather, they have learned to work with and compensate for CBA’s inherent shortcomings. Criminal law analysts should take the same approach, recognizing that policy making will benefit greatly from CBA, even if their methodological concerns cannot be fully allayed.

B. Public Choice Challenges for Criminal Justice

The most prominent arguments for CBA in administrative law emphasize the procedure’s ability to reduce public choice problems in agency behavior, such as excessive interest group influence, shirking or self-regarding behavior, and lack of monitoring by Congress and the president.\textsuperscript{170} The problems arising from the structure of criminal law enforcement are different from most agency settings, however, so CBA’s operation and rationales in criminal law vary somewhat from regulatory contexts.

In most administrative contexts, agencies have an informational advantage that CBA can help to offset. Agencies acquire specialized knowledge about the effects of their actions that their principals (Congress or the president) do not have. Often, that knowledge comes from regulated firms that have an interest in emphasizing compliance costs. CBA helps to offset the risk that interest groups skew an agency’s information basis. It reduces the risk that agencies will use their advantage in knowledge and expertise to pursue policy outcomes that depart from the preferences of the legislative or executive branch.\textsuperscript{171} CBA is one way principals can force agencies to reveal their informational advantage because it makes the informational basis of their decisions more transparent.\textsuperscript{172}


\textsuperscript{170} See Posner, \textit{supra} note 78, at 1140-43, 1147-50. But see Johnston, \textit{supra} note 62, at 1385-1401 (arguing that cost-benefit statutes increase interest groups’ ability to influence regulatory outcomes).

\textsuperscript{171} For a critical overview of public choice theory regarding interest groups’ influence on government action, see \textit{Farber & Frickey, supra} note 19, at 11-37.

\textsuperscript{172} See Posner, \textit{supra} note 78, at 1140-50. But see Johnston, \textit{supra} note 62, at 1349 n.23 (criticizing Posner’s conclusion that an agency is better off when it is required to reveal its information to its principals). One benefit of CBA over other methods of regulatory impact analysis is the
In criminal law, the dynamic is different. Enforcement officials have neither incentive nor means to acquire information about the social costs of enforcement. To the contrary, they have an incentive to avoid such knowledge. As long as those costs remain hidden, the net benefits of enforcement, for which enforcement officials get political credit, appear more substantial. There is less fear that enforcers will depart from the preferences of legislatures, because both groups benefit from the public perception of stringent enforcement policies. Their preferences are closely aligned. Neither has a strong self-interest-based preference for socially optimal criminal enforcement because enforcement's hidden costs are largely externalized. Additionally, those costs are largely diffuse and indirect, while key benefits, such as punishment of wrongdoers, are visible and immediate.

Moreover, prosecutors face little lobbying pressure from "regulatory targets" comparable to most administrative agencies. Hence they do not have the same ability to acquire fuller information about benefits and costs. The main exception is in federal enforcement of corporate crime, where precharge negotiations with suspects are common. In that context we see broad social costs of prosecution—useful information—brought to prosecutors' attention. We also find charging guidelines that recognize those costs as a legitimate rationale for decisions not to prosecute as well as for substituting civil remedies for prosecution. Outside of corporate crime, criminal law is at risk of something like the opposite of agency}

Comparative ease with which officials, the public, and interest groups can review it. Adler & Posner, supra note 37, at 237-38 (arguing CBA is easier to assess than alternatives such as QUALY analysis). Because CBA quantifies all interests along a single, contestable metric, one can assess the persuasiveness of any given quantification. Analyses that are more qualitative and multi-dimensional in nature avoid the flaw of quantifying amorphous and diverse interests, but at the price of making qualitative comparisons of diverse goods (say, tradeoffs between family or community stability and incapacitation benefits) more contentious.

173. Cf. Stuntz, supra note 5, at 550 (arguing that "the same political forces that lead legislators to prefer a given defendant be left alone also work on prosecutors—at least on local prosecutors").

174. In regulatory contexts, we recognize that concentrated benefits coupled with large, diffuse costs present collective action problems that increase the odds of ill-conceived government action. See Johnston, supra note 62, at 1388.

175. Cf. Kay Lehman Schlozman & John T. Tierney, Organized Interests and American Democracy (1986) (describing a mammoth empirical study of interest-group lobbying in federal politics that found, inter alia, interest groups varied in strength and were not always active or evenly matched on both sides of an issue).

176. Cf. Johnston, supra note 62, at 1354 (describing agency incentives to acquire information about compliance costs in response to firm lobbying on rulemaking).

capture—excessive regulatory intervention (prosecution) due to an information deficit about the full social costs of government action.  

To respond to these different dynamics, CBA in criminal law cannot rely on enforcement via judicial review as it generally does in administrative law. Nevertheless, an unreviewable, procedural version of CBA still has the tools of transparency and information-forcing to inform policy making. In criminal law, the interest groups who can take advantage of CBA’s transparency to lobby for policy making that moderates the ancillary costs of prosecution are comparatively weak politically, but they are not completely powerless. Monied interests do not always win, and forces for moderation in criminal defense often, but do not always, lose. The implementation of CBA gives interested groups an additional forum, mechanism, and information base on which to monitor and influence enforcement policy. Further, holding aside the influence of interest groups, CBA forces officials to confront previously ignored costs and effects of

---

178. See Spence & Cross, supra note 78, at 119 (describing the theory of “agency policy bias” as maintaining that those who work in agencies are more ideologically committed to its mission than the public, often at the expense of other public goals or values).

179. Under a CBA regime enforced by judicial review, agencies have an incentive to ensure that their actions can be defended in CBA terms. In those regulatory settings that do not have reviewable statutory mandates, officials still face the check of lobbying by regulated entities. That can be a fairly effective substitute for judicial review. Firms lobby hardest when compliance costs for them are highest, so heavy lobbying gives agencies much information about compliance costs as well an incentive to gather information in response to firms’ lobbying. See Johnston, supra note 62, at 1399-1400. Yet even with those two mechanisms facing most agencies, in addition to executive-order mandates for CBA, it seems many regulations still have costs that exceed benefits. See Hahn & Sunstein, supra note 43, at 1491-93 & nn.13-14 (citing Robert W. Hahn & Robert E. Litan, AN ANALYSIS OF THE THIRD GOVERNMENT REPORT ON THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS tbls.1-2 (Feb. 2000), http://www.aei.brookings.org/publications/reganalysis/ reg_analysis_00_01.pdf).

180. See Spence & Cross, supra note 78, at 121-23: [Agency capture is no longer regarded as a valid descriptive theory of bureaucratic behavior. . . . While it remains true that industry enjoys enormous resource advantages over others in the struggle to influence policy making in Congress and at the agency level, those resource advantages have simply not led to the outlier-dominated policy processes capture models describe. Few would argue that the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and Federal Trade Commission (FTC) act at the behest of industry (either directly or indirectly) when they decide whether drugs are safe, permits should be issued, or anticompetitive activities should be outlawed, respectively, or that industry’s relative overrepresentation in the agency decisionmaking process has skewed the process in that way. Indeed, capture theory is directly contradictory to the agency policy bias criticism, which suggests that agencies will over-regulate.

See also William N. Eskridge, Jr., Overriding Supreme Court Statutory Interpretation Decisions, 101 Yale L.J. 331, 359-65 (1991) (describing factors that create more or less powerful interest groups and their ability to affect legislative agendas); discussion supra note 32 (describing state legislative reforms moderating punishments for drug crimes).

181. It may be, however, that greater data that link criminal justice to social costs might prompt groups bearing those costs—perhaps civil rights groups and others advocating for disadvantaged communities—to direct more attention to criminal justice policy. The ability of defendants to raise some of these costs in plea bargaining and sentencing proceedings is an inadequate substitute. It is interesting, however, to speculate whether CBA information about criminal enforcement would find its way into defense arguments at these litigation stages.
enforcement policy by increasing their own knowledge of costs. CBA should help establish a culture that recognizes those costs as legitimate bases for revising enforcement strategies, in contrast to the current tradition in which they receive much less attention.

Despite its significant costs (to gather and analyze data, train officials to utilize data, and do periodic reviews), CBA’s promise is to change the context of political debate of expansive regulation through criminal justice. CBA does not eliminate political judgments. No procedure can fully replace politics with neutral rationality; the heated contention over valuations of qualitative interests in other regulatory contexts proves the point. Still, we can change the form by which political questions are addressed, and that change in form can have substantive consequences. Popular preferences are translated into different legislative outcomes depending on rules by which a legislature’s membership is selected. Such rules include the choice of single-member or multi-member districts, say, and whether to use cumulative voting or proportional representation mechanisms. The internal rules governing legislatures also affect the translation of preferences into legislation. For example, the Senate’s filibuster rules have a minority-empowering effect which the House rules lack. Similarly, CBA shifts the ground of some political decision making about enforcement policy. Prosecutors currently are acutely responsive to local political constituents and can externalize many social costs of enforcement. CBA makes that externalization harder and provides a rationalizing counterbalance to political decision making, even if one believes that CBA itself is rife with political judgments.182 Existing political structures and means of policy making have swung enforcement policy as far as is feasible toward harsh punitivism. In that context, an analysis built on cost-benefit assessments poses more promise than risk.

C. The Challenge of Retributivism and Virtue Ethics

One theoretical roadblock to CBA-based decision procedures for criminal law may be opposition from nonconsequentialist theorists. CBA is inherently utilitarian, although other normative commitments can be integrated into a CBA-based procedure. Many criminal law theorists, on the other hand, fall into one of two nonconsequentialist camps—deontological retributivism or virtue ethics. Neither commitment should be a bar to CBA, however, because they operate largely (but not entirely) at different levels of criminal law administration.


HeinOnline -- 92 Cal. L. Rev. 363 2004
Retributivists base criminal law on a commitment to just deserts: punishment responds to the wrong manifest in criminal conduct. Liability is justified by the offender’s moral blameworthiness; punishment restores the moral balance upset by an offense and treats the offender with dignity inasmuch as he is recognized as a responsible moral agent. Virtue ethics asserts a different organizing concern for criminal law. For the virtue ethicist, “the inculcation of virtue is the criminal law’s justifying purpose.” In judging criminal conduct, virtue ethics judges the offender’s exercise of practical judgment, and thereby his character, with the aim of rendering individualized judgment and reinforcing sound judgment.

Few if any adherents to either of these nonconsequentialist camps, however, insist that we have a moral duty to punish every offense the government has evidence to prove. That is, retributivists and virtue ethicists accept some theory of declination (though we lack a detailed statement of that theory). Retributivism and virtue ethics speak largely to the stages of adjudication and sentencing—to the administration of criminal law once we have decided to prosecute. Though both approaches imply a need to apply criminal law in cases of clear wrongdoing, neither requires it in every instance. A CBA-based decision procedure that primarily informs charging priorities speaks to this earlier stage of justice administration, before the imperatives of retributivism or virtue ethics take full force.

To the extent that CBA informs sentencing (or other remedy) policies in addition to charging policy, it may conflict with nonconsequentialist theories. However, some forms of retributivism would seem to counsel the sort of moderation in criminal law that CBA would likely justify. For example, consider what CBA could show a retributivist about the full range of unintended consequences caused by criminal punishment. If punishment policy imposes indirect harms on innocents, retributivism presumably would recognize a duty to refrain from creating such harms—and injustice—if they exceed the harms of unpunished criminal conduct.

183. Larry A. Alexander, The Philosophy of Criminal Law, in OXFORD HANDBOOK OF JURISPRUDENCE AND LEGAL THEORY 815, 816-23 (Jules Coleman ed., 2002) (summarizing variations in retributivist theories), available at http://papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=285954; Moore, supra note 68 (offering the most thorough contemporary argument for deontological retributivism as the basis for criminal law); Henry M. Hart, Jr., The Aims of Criminal Law, 23 L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 401, 412 (1958) (“it is necessary to be able to say in good conscience in each instance in which a criminal sanction is imposed for a violation of law that the violation was blameworthy and, hence, deserving of the moral condemnation of the community.”); James Fitzjames Stephen, 2 A HISTORY OF THE CRIMINAL LAW IN ENGLAND 81-82 (1883).

184. See Huigens, supra note 3, at 1029.

185. See id. at 1029-30; Kyron Huigens, Solving the Apprendi Puzzle, 90 GEQ. L.J. 387, 445 (2002) (“[I]nculcation and maintenance of the capacity for sound practical reasoning (virtue in its correct, technical sense) is a prominent objective of punishment that can justify punishment.”).

186. See, e.g., Alexander, supra note 183, at 816-22 (noting few retributivists subscribe to a “strong” version of the theory that requires punishment in every instance of wrongdoing).
Nonconsequentialist theorists may raise yet another challenge for CBA in criminal law. Retributivism, at least, requires an ordinal ranking of offenses that sets the parameters of requisite punishment, whereas criminal law policies informed by CBA could lead to punishing similar classes of offenders differently depending on the costs created by that punishment. Note, however, a secondary effect that CBA could have on criminal justice for that large class of cases still prosecuted (and punished with incarceration) even in a world of justice policy fully informed by such analysis. There is little agreement among retributivists (or others) on how to match wrongdoing to specific levels or forms of punishment rather than a relative ranking—that is, a cardinal rather than merely an ordinal ranking. There is certainly no agreement that retributivism requires anything like the sentencing levels and policies the United States adopted in the last quarter century.

One historical lesson of twentieth-century American punishment policy is that we can maintain public acceptance of much lower relative levels of incarceration, as we did through the mid-1970s. We drastically increased sentencing levels in the last quarter century largely in response to a set of social-political dynamics prompted in part by crime-rate increases—rather than changes in the nature of crime—and partly in response to a perception that criminal procedure reforms had weakened law enforcement capabilities. That is, we increased punishment levels for crime control purposes, rather than retributivist ones. Relative punishment levels are mostly a function of political responses to concerns about crime threats, safety, and order—the goals of utilitarian crime prevention strategies. We may not be able to return to 1950 punishment levels (which would require difficult political decisions such as repealing mandatory punishment statutes), even

187. See generally Andrew von Hirsch, Censure and Sanctions 17-19 (1993) (distinguishing ordinal ranking of punishments from cardinal ranking); id. at 36-46 (discussing bases for grounding a cardinal ranking of punishments).
188. This can be avoided, however, by reducing punishments that do not create costs to the level of those reduced because they create excessive social costs. That is, the baseline on which an ordinal ranking is created would be adjusted in light of CBA-informed assessments of punishments.
189. For discussion of theories for grounding a cardinal ordering of punishment, see von Hirsch, supra note 187, at 36-46.
190. Cf. id. at 38 (discussing a prison term of twenty-five years as an anchor—the most severe punishment—on which an ordinal ranking could be based). Many neo-retributivist theorists in the 1970s, when the approach came to overtake consequentialist theories for punishment, were liberals who saw retributivism as means of limiting arbitrary sentencings imposed by a justice system with excessive sentencing discretion. See, e.g., Richard G. Singer, Just Deserts (1979); Garland, supra note 5, at 59 (noting that Andrew von Hirsch, Doing Justice (1976) argued for retributive punishment as end in itself for the first time in decades).
191. See Brown, supra note 13; Herbert L. Packer, The Limits of Criminal Sanction 149-73 (1968) (describing Packer's influential "two models of criminal procedure" according to which liberty-protecting rights diminish crime-control effectiveness).
192. See Garland, supra note 5, at 10-12, 30-34.
if we could restore the lower crime levels that prevailed then. Nonetheless, lower crime rates, with concomitant moderation in punishment, are more likely with an optimal crime prevention and enforcement policy. Facilitating that policy shift is the project of CBA in criminal law, which could support a gradual shift toward social sentiment for lower relative baselines for criminal sanction consistent with retributivist commitments.

D. Limitations in Light of Substantive Law of Crime and Punishment

Criminal justice policy, revised through a CBA-based rationalized decision procedure, would reveal hidden costs to current enforcement strategies that would prompt revision of enforcement policies. Yet prosecutors (and trial courts, which could use data to innovate alternative resolution programs) are limited by statutory sentencing mandates, including the federal Sentencing Guidelines and widespread mandatory-minimum statutes at the state and federal levels. This state of affairs suggests an important concern: is CBA-informed prosecutorial enforcement discretion and trial court innovation still too weak for substantial reform, in light of legislative sentencing commands?


194. More broadly, integration of CBA could jump-start a debate over whether criminal law should be a welfarist government program. On that view, overall well-being would be an additional, morally relevant criterion, rather than limiting concerns to criminal law's traditional goals of crime prevention and retribution. Mapping that debate is beyond the scope of this Article, but note this central insight of examining the full effects of criminal law enforcement: fully serving either retributivist or deterrence aims might cause substantial, ancillary social harms, harms that even outweigh the benefits of imposing just deserts on offenders. On a welfarist (as opposed to purely utilitarian) view, that diminishment in overall social well-being could be grounds for changing or forgoing government action (by not prosecuting or punishing differently). Though the working parameters of how such a welfarist commitment would operate are far from clear, we can conceivably retain strong commitments to retributivism and crime prevention while also explicitly integrating a commitment to assess and minimize social harms from criminal punishment. See Adler & Posner, supra note 37, at 196:

Utilitarianism is the view that overall well-being is morally decisive: The only important feature of a project is its effect on aggregate welfare. [A welfarist view... is that overall well-being is morally relevant. Government should choose a welfare-improving project, but all things considered, nonwelfarist considerations (for example distributive or deontological considerations) may properly lead to the ultimate rejection of that project.

For a fuller description of a welfarist vision of CBA, see id. at 194-225.

195. For a description of one form of state-level mandatory sentencing statute, see Franklin E. Zimring et al., Punishment and Democracy: Three Strikes and You're Out in California (2001); see also Three Strikes and You're Out (David Shichor & Dale K. Sechrest eds., 1996).
For a truly substantial revision of American criminal justice, the answer is yes. Prosecution action and local court innovation alone, however, have a tremendous capacity to change the shape of enforcement practices, even in light of sentencing statutes and limited legislative funding for creative alternatives to criminal law and punishment. Prosecutors can do more than simply initiate or decline prosecution; courts can do more than adjudicate cases initiated by prosecutors. Each can take a role in devising or influencing such strategies as juvenile justice facilities, drug and domestic violence treatment programs, and community-based courts linked to social service agencies. Gerard Lynch has offered a well-known account of how prosecutors use their broad discretion within the wide scope of substantive criminal law to "set priorities and move resources effectively from one area to another depending on social need," thereby constructing social policy in accord with changing social needs and in the process developing a justice system that looks almost as much administrative as adversarial. In addition to targeting resources at some problems more than others, prosecutors can decline prosecution with supervision, pending the outcome of alternative approaches, thereby retaining significant influence on sentencing. They can also proactively initiate strategies with other agencies for responses to criminal conduct that reduce the social costs of punishment. We have models for these sorts of innovations now. Consider several examples.

The Washington, D.C., United States Attorney’s office in the mid-1990s created a community prosecution program in a high-crime area of Washington. Trial attorneys were reassigned to specific neighborhoods, and some attorneys were assigned to community outreach with no trial-court duties at all. The program sought to change the fact that line attorneys “do[] not really think much (or have time to think much) about crime per se... or how to stop it, other than holding the guilty to account after the fact.” It sought to change the prosecutorial culture in which trial attorneys measure their success solely by winning convictions in court. The program refocused attorneys on:

196. See Gerald E. Lynch, Our Administrative System of Criminal Justice, 66 Fordham L. Rev. 2117, 2138 (1998); see also id. at 2124-38 (describing prosecutors as having administrative and quasi-judicial functions that effectively adjudicate guilt and set punishments in the pre-trial stages of many cases).

197. BARBARA BOLAND, NAT’L INST. OF JUSTICE, COMMUNITY PROSECUTION IN WASHINGTON, D.C. I (Apr. 2001); see also CAROL J. DEFRANCES, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, NATIONAL SURVEY OF STATE PROSECUTORS: STATE COURT PROSECUTORS IN SMALL DISTRICTS 2001 7-8 (Jan. 2003) (reporting 68% of small-district prosecutor offices used tools other than prosecution to address community problems, a minority assigned prosecutors to specific neighborhoods, and most worked with other agencies and community associations), available at http://www.ojp.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/scpsd01.pdf.

198. BOLAND, supra note 197, at 12.
figuring out what else is required to promote order and prevent crime in particular neighborhoods. Attorneys charged with the task of working with citizens and police to address crime problems in specific locations come to understand that a neighborhood’s needs differ from those of individual victims. Their perspective broadens to include behaviors that conventional case processing overlooks because crimes are considered minor, the knowledge required to link specific incidents to larger patterns of criminal behavior is missing, or conventional adjudication is an ineffective solution.

[A] community prosecutor needs the flexibility to supplement conventional prosecution with a range of tools—from aggressive pursuit of misdemeanor arrests . . . to the use of civil remedies to ameliorate underlying problems of disorder [and to] . . . coordinate their efforts with others.¹⁹⁹

Comparable innovations exist in many local prosecutors’ offices. In 2000, half of all local prosecutors had some form of “community prosecution” program, and sixty-two received federal money to implement new programs.²⁰⁰ Components vary widely, but often include organizational changes that target specific neighborhoods; increased community input and social service agency involvement; support for prevention programs; and increased non-punitive remedies such as diversion programs for offenders, nuisance abatement orders, and license or building-code enforcement for trouble spots.²⁰¹ The federal “Weed and Seed” program supports similar efforts.²⁰²

State court administrators initiated their own variations of this trend. Cities and counties have experimented with a variety of models for “community courts” that aim for similar goals. These “problem-solving” courts develop programs in coordination with service agencies to address drug abuse, domestic violence, mental illness, and street-level quality-of-life crimes.²⁰³ Community courts are typically more likely to combine, if

¹⁹⁹. Id. at 12.


²⁰¹. See id. at 3-7. For a sense of how limited alternative outcomes are in felony criminal cases, consider that only 4% of felonies in the seventy-five largest counties ended through a diversion program or deferred adjudication rather than conviction, acquittal, or dismissal. See BUREAU OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, SOURCE BOOK FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE STATISTICS 2001 452 tbl.5.55 (Ann L. Pastore & Kathleen Maguire eds., 2002)

²⁰². See OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, THE WEED AND SEED STRATEGY (providing overview of Weed and Seed program); see also Executive Office for Weed and Seed website, at www.ojp.usdoj.gov/eows. The Weed and Seed program coordinates local and federal crime prosecution—“weeding” out violent offenders from localities—and coordinates social services that “seed” economic revitalization efforts.

not substitute, treatment and assistance with punishment, as well as require community service or other forms of offender restitution to victimized communities. Aspirational statements for these projects often describe a shift from “case-processing to community-mending.” These projects seek to confront the conflicting cultures of criminal justice and social service agencies: judges and prosecutors work on a model of escalating sanctions, whereas treatment professionals run programs that expect relapses and failures. Training and communication efforts aim to overcome these professional-culture barriers to cross-system coordination.

Finally, in recent years, scholars have described how prosecutors can encourage and coordinate with law enforcement agencies to pursue criminal investigations through means that impose the social costs of punishment on stable rather than marginal communities. Tracey Meares’ advocacy of reverse-stings is one example. She recommends using undercover investigations to arrest drug buyers or the solicitors of sex workers, who often reside outside poor communities, rather than sellers from inner-city communities. A CBA of that punishment strategy would likely find lower social costs, because punishments for buyers are typically lower than for sellers and have fewer community costs. Another strategy is the use of civil law tools such as injunctions against gang activities. Although those sanctions raise substantial civil liberty issues, they reduce the use of criminal sentences while offering an empirically confirmed method of crime deterrence.

of Justice, Responding to the Community: Principles for Planning and Creating a Community Court 4 (Feb. 2001) (describing operation of a community court, including coordination with social service agencies, in New York City). For a broader survey of community-level innovations in crime fighting, see Bureau of Justice Assistance, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Comprehensive Communities Program: Promising Approaches (Apr. 2001). For a description of another local project that emphasized more traditional law enforcement tools and community policing, see David M. Kennedy et al., Nat’l Inst. of Justice, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Reducing Gun Violence: The Boston Gun Project’s Operation Ceasefire (Sept. 2001) (describing enforcement efforts against gun-related and gang-related violence that are integrated with community outreach strategies).

204. See Feinblatt & Berman, supra note 203, at 4.

205. BJA, Strategies, supra note 203, at 6-7; Feinblatt & Berman, supra note 203, at 5. For a description of efforts to overcome a comparable divergence between police and communities over crime-fighting methods and priorities, see David Thacher, Conflicting Values in Community Policing, 35 L. & Society Rev. 765 (2001).

206. Meares, supra note 28, at 697-98.

207. See Hagan & Dinovitzer, supra note 101, at 131-32 (“When incarceration is a rare or infrequent event within a social group, the change in social networks caused by imprisonment may be mainly a problem for the individuals involved. However, when imprisonment becomes more common and widely expected in a social group, the changes in social networks and structures may often become damaging for the group more generally.”). On the other hand, middle-class offenders have higher incomes to lose from criminal punishment, which traditional CBA would mark as a greater social cost. We might consider whether an adjustment of that assessment on distributive justice and prevention grounds is appropriate.

These innovations in prosecution and case-disposition strategies confirm the broad discretion and scope for alternative enforcement strategies that prosecutors and courts possess in a system replete with mandatory sentencing statutes. Given this room for reform, CBA can be a tool that inspires and supports significant criminal justice reform outside the legislative branch, which (despite recent promising reforms on drug sentencing in several states)\textsuperscript{209} is not a politically feasible locus for significant reform in the near future.\textsuperscript{210} Statutory sentencing policies require legislative action, as do large-scale alternatives to criminal law for crime prevention. CBA-aided prosecutor policies and court innovation are limited means for systemic revision, but they are nonetheless substantial.

The breadth of prosecutorial discretion leaves much room for moderating even statutory sentencing policies. Charging decisions largely define sentencing possibilities\textsuperscript{211} and habitual offender sentence enhancements. Florida prosecutors, for example, voluntarily (though in response to popular criticism) adopted statewide policies limiting use of habitual offender status to a much more circumscribed set of cases than the statute authorizes.\textsuperscript{212} Further, models of successful community prosecution and courts, integrated with social services, provide a plausible opening for legislative action. Gradual funding increases for the non-incarceration-focused aspects of these approaches, particularly if supported by prosecutors, are a much more feasible prospect than repeal of mandatory sentencing laws.

Finally, and much more speculatively, widespread prosecutorial adoption of CBA-informed guidelines and alternative criminal justice practices could gradually contribute to a change in prosecutorial culture that arises from a 5-10% decline in the crime rate from the use of civil injunctions against gang activity in Los Angeles County). For other views of such injunction strategies, see Jennifer Walwyn, Comment, Targeting Gang Crime: An Analysis of California Penal Code Section 12022.53 and Vicarious Liability for Gang Members, 50 UCLA L. Rev. 685 (2002); Gregory S. Walston, Taking the Constitution at Its Word: A Defense of the Use of Anti-Gang Injunctions, 54 U. MIAMI L. Rev. 47 (1999); Matthew Mickle Werdeger, Enjoining the Constitution: The Use of Public Nuisance Abatement Injunctions Against Urban Street Gangs, 51 Stan. L. Rev. 409 (1999).\textsuperscript{209} See discussion supra note 32 (citing Vera Institute reports of drug sentencing reform in several states that have either removed mandatory minimums or mandated treatment for some drug offenders).

\textsuperscript{210} See Stuntz, supra note 5, at 552-57, 591 (arguing that political forces make it difficult for interest groups to oppose or narrow criminal legislation).


from criminal law's populist administrative structure. One can see an attempt at such a transition in the D.C. federal prosecutor's effort to change intra-office incentives sustaining a cultural focus on convictions. That shift, in turn, could change the emphasis of prosecutor influence on criminal justice legislation and contribute to a broader reevaluation within criminal justice of excessive incarceration, alternative punishments, and prevention strategies.

VI
CONCLUSION

In a recent article, William Stuntz described criminal law politics as "pathological." Prosecutors have unlimited discretion, legislatures have incentives only to increase criminalization while leaving prosecutors unchecked, and judges have no power to influence or check either, even through constitutional law. "Criminal law," Stuntz argues, is "not law at all, but a veil that hides a system that allocates criminal punishment discretionarily.... The system by which we make criminal law has produced not the rule of law but its opposite," and judicial doctrines "only add to the lawlessness." Worse, he finds this pathology without an easy remedy. His solution is an ambitious constitutional doctrine of substantive due process that yields judicial control of criminal law—a strategy that aims to restore the rule of law by "requir[ing] courts to behave in an un-lawlike fashion."

Many people would agree with Stuntz's diagnosis, if not his solution. The structure of American criminal justice administration makes its problems at best formidable, at worst nearly unsolvable. The proposal here for a CBA-based decision procedure is a strategy for moving toward a rationalized criminal justice policy without substantial legislative action or dramatic shifts in constitutional doctrine. Reform within prosecutors' offices, in the form of guidelines built on rigorous analysis of enforcement's effects, is a limited hope. It faces the substantial hurdle of political incentives on prosecutors militating largely against such efforts. Yet cost-benefit studies of criminal law's full social effects, juxtaposed with alternatives for

213. See Boland, supra note 197, at 12 (discussing how the Washington D.C. community prosecution program shifted attorneys' focus from pursuing convictions to stopping crime).
214. Stuntz, supra note 5, at 599.
215. See id. at 592.
216. It is unsolvable, at least, without some sweeping change. Such a change could support a public opinion shift toward a sustained commitment for criminal procedure protections, rehabilitative goals for punishment, and alternatives to criminal law for addressing social harm prevention. These sorts of changes are possible: some set of social conditions sustained moderate incarceration levels through much of the twentieth century, and revelations of wrongful capital convictions have shifted death penalty opinion in recent years. Nonetheless, broad and sustained cultural shifts seem unlikely in the near future, especially given that threats of terrorism push us away from such criminal law reforms.
crime prevention, will often reveal criminal law to be the less effective instrument for crime control.

CBA's virtues are that it facilitates incremental reform and provides the same rationalizing influence to improve priority setting and policy making that it does in regulatory settings. Further, although CBA is a quintessentially consequentialist mode of analysis, it actually complements retributivism or virtue ethics as organizing principles of criminal law. If we can rely on criminal law less, and other social policies more, for crime prevention, we can better limit criminal law to its core function of moral judgment.

Criminal law enforcement is executive-branch policy making, and it is a means of regulating particular risks of harm. The rest of the executive branch has moved to the "second generation" debate\(^{217}\) of how best to operate and apply CBA in decision procedures that optimize priority setting and policy strategies. It is time for criminal law to follow suit and embark on the "first generation" task of exploring the feasibility and benefits of CBA-centered decision procedures in restructuring criminal justice administration.

\(^{217}\) See Sunstein, supra note 35, at 1655-56 (noting that in all branches of government, "first generation" debates over whether cost benefit analyses are desirable have terminated with victories for CBA proponents).